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Abstract: 

 

Over the past decade, the technologies used to obtain sequencing data from biological tissues 

have significantly improved. This has resulted in a marked increase in the ability of biological 

researchers to collect unprecedented quantities of large-scale DNA sequence data in a short timeframe. 

Recent developments in genome sequencing algorithms have allowed bioinformatics utilities to begin to 

take full advantage of this data, paving the way for significant increases in our understanding of 

genomics. New methods of genomics research have now created many new opportunities for discoveries 

in fields such as conservation ecology, personalized medicine, and the study of genetic disease. 

This research project consist of two major components: the utilization of recently-developed 

computational biology methods to perform sequence assembly on native Florida Species, and the 

creation of new bioinformatics utilities to facilitate genomics research. This project includes the 

completion of the first stage of the Florida Endangered Species Sequencing Project, the assembly and 

annotation of the transcriptome of the Florida wolf spider: Schizocosa ocreata, and a preliminary 

analysis of differential gene expression in ocreata organisms. Initial work is also included on Florida 

Endangered Species Sequencing Project Stage Two: sequence assembly projects for the Florida Manatee 

and the Gopher Tortoise.  

Discussion is included of two new computational biology utilities: TFLOW, a transcriptome 

assembly pipeline designed to facilitate de novo transcriptome assembly projects, and ongoing 

development of the GATTICA web-based bioinformatics toolkit. The TFLOW package has been 

released for download through the FSU Center for Genomics and Personalized Medicine.  

Keywords: Computational Biology, Genome Sequencing, Florida Endangered Species  
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Introduction: 

 

One of the types of scientific research that has undergone the most development in the last 

decade is the field of Genomic Sequencing and Analysis. Since the completion of the human genome 

project with the full sequencing of the first human genome in 2003, the availability and accessibility of 

genomic data has rapidly increased [1]. The advent of new sequencing technologies has created a digital 

deluge of raw sequence data for hundreds of different species. Furthermore, as the cost of performing 

sequencing experiments continues to drop, the amount of genomic data that is produced and the number 

of new species studied via this method are growing at an exponential rate. As an individual’s genome is 

the largest single defining factor in determining that individual’s characteristics and health, the 

availability of this plethora of new data will represent a new frontier in scientific advancement. This 

information will likely contain the keys to solving a diverse range of issues. These issues will likely 

include the combating of infectious disease, the treatment and potential cure of genetic diseases, the 

preservation of endangered and extinct species, and the prevention and treatment of human cancers. 

Rapid gene sequencing technology also has a major potential in the field of personalized medicine. 

Targeted pharmaceutical prescription based on an individual’s genome is a very real possibility in the 

next decade, and will likely lead to an increase in the efficacy of many drug therapies. In addition, 

sequencing of a variety of different organisms on the tree of life allows much more insight into the 

history and mechanisms of the evolution of organisms over time. 
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The primary barrier to the utilization of this these new sequencing techniques lies in the sheer 

volume of data that they produce. Since the sequencing of the first human genome, the cost of all types 

of sequencing has decreased by several orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the time to acquisition of 

sequence information is now measured on a scale of hours, whereas the sequencing and assembly 

projects for the first complete genomes were completed over several years. The first human genome was 

sequenced in 13 years, with a rough cost of 3 billion dollars [1]. Current sequencing methods such as the 

Illumina HiSeq technology deliver an average of 400 giga bases of data per run at a rough cost of 5*10-8 

dollars per base, a very significant reduction in cost compared to those initial genome sequencing 

projects. 

This rapid decrease in the cost of DNA sequencing has resulted in the collection of a vast 

quantity of raw sequence data. This data can be up to several terabytes in size, and often requires the 

acquisition of data storage equipment for the specific purpose of storing the DNA sequence reads 

produced from a single experimental run [2]. After the collection of the data, several processing steps 

such as trimming, assembly, annotation, and alignment are often required before the data can be used to 

answer biological questions. As the computational algorithms that are often used for these analyses often 

have runtimes that are exponentially based on the amount of sequence data, the analysis of the huge 

amounts of raw sequence data that has recently become available has been the major barrier to increased 

utilization of this data for genomics research. While efficient application of computational techniques to 

“big data” is a significant field of study in computer science research, the application of big data 

techniques to genomic data has lagged behind the development of new sequencing technologies. This 

lag has resulted in a significant gulf between available data and the techniques used to analyze and 

understand that data. 
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Over the past few years, researchers in computational biology have begun to address this gap 

with the development of several major genomic analysis tools. These tools have significantly increased 

the capacity for the efficient analysis of genomic data on the scales provided by next-generation 

sequencing technologies [3]. As the majority of these techniques are designed to utilize the type of 

computational equipment standardly available at major research universities, a significant opportunity 

currently exists to explore many topics in genomics that have previously been inaccessible. Rapid 

genomic analysis of numerous species is now possible with existing equipment. This provides the 

potential for major new discoveries in fields such as differential expression, conservation ecology, and 

phylogenic analysis [4, 5]. 

Even with the arrival of robust and efficient sequence assembly tools, the increase in genome 

sequencing and analysis projects has not increased as fast as one might expect given the opportunity 

presented by the vast amount of new data available and the powerful new toolsets under development. 

One of the major factors that has prevented a greater utilization of these tools is the specialized 

knowledge that is often required to acquire, implement, and utilize each different genomics tool. While 

many recently developed bioinformatics tools have a significant potential to provide new insight into 

biological research across many disciplines, these tools generally require significant proficiency with the 

UNIX command line interface. This often serves as a major barrier to biological scientists who may 

have little familiarity with UNIX systems [6]. Thus, a significant potential exists for the development of 

utilities that increase the accessibility of these assembly tools for researchers who do not have an 

extensive background in computational biological analysis.  

One genomics topic with significant potential for advancement via cutting-edge genome analysis 

tools is the genomic study of endangered wildlife native to the Florida region. By definition, endangered 

species often have very small population sizes within a given geographic area. One major consequence 
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of these small populations is that very few breeding choices are available, resulting in a high degree of 

harmful inbreeding in many endangered species. Many Florida species such as the West Indian Manatee, 

the Florida Panther, and the Whooping Crane are estimated to have very small population sizes and are 

thus at significant risk for the harmful effects of inbreeding [7]. Genomic sequencing techniques can 

provide a significant increase in understanding of many aspects of the genetic diversity within a given 

population, especially in the case of highly inbred populations. This presents a significant opportunity to 

assist in the preservation of Florida endangered species and to help ensure their survival for future 

generations via use of cutting edge sequencing and analysis methods.  
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Background: 

 

Sequencing Technologies: 

Many major sequencing technologies that have been developed over the last two decades utilize 

the “shotgun sequencing” method for reading target sequences. This methodology was efficiently used 

by Celera Genomics and was successful in simultaneously completing the sequence of the human 

genome the same year as the completion of the Sanger-Sequencing based Human Genome Project [1, 8, 

9]. In shotgun sequencing, DNA strands are broken into random fragments that vary in length based on 

the chosen fragmentation process, such as with sonication or via digestion with restriction enzymes [10]. 

These sequence fragments are then bound to a surface before undergoing several rounds of DNA 

replication. Different sequencing technologies then use a variety of methods to read the nucleotide 

sequences of the DNA fragments [11]. 

The “454” sequencing technology was developed in the early 2000’s and was one of the first 

“next-generation” sequencing technologies to utilize large-scale shotgun sequencing of short reads [5]. 

When it was released, this technology obtained reads with a relatively low error rate at a cost per 

nucleotide that was significantly less than the technologies that preceded it. In 454 sequencing, small 

double-stranded DNA fragments are individually bound to a small bead and replicated over the bead’s 

surface by emulsion polymerase chain reaction. (Emulsion PCR) [12]. The complementary strand of 

each replicated fragment is then removed and each bead is placed into a small pore in a hexagonal grid. 

Reading of the fragment’s sequence is then performed via resynthesis of the complementary DNA strand 

on each of the replicated fragments using fluorescently labeled nucleotides in a method called 
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pyrosequencing [13]. As a nucleotide is added to the growing complementary sequence, it emits photons 

that are received by a detector at the bottom of the pore. With the successive washing of the A, T, C, and 

G nucleotides into the pores, a signal is detected corresponding to the addition of a specific nucleotide 

base. This allows the reading of the identity of the next added base on the target strand. This process can 

then be repeated over many cycles, allowing each of the bases of the fragment to be sequentially read 

[14]. 

Although the 454 method represented a major advance in cost and accessibility over previously 

used methods such as Sanger sequencing [13], the technology used to read the sequence of the DNA 

fragment is susceptible to a specific type of sequencing error known as homopolymer error [15]. This 

type of error is caused by sequences in the DNA with multiple repeats of a specific base.1 As each type 

of base is added independently, regions with repeats of the same base identity have each of the repeated 

nucleotides added within the same step. While the light detector is sensitive enough to differentiate 

between the amplitude of a signal corresponding to the difference between one, two, or three bases, 

when four or more bases are added simultaneously the chance of misidentification of the number of add 

bases increases. Homopolymer sequences read via the 454 technique have a significant potential for 

base insertion or deletion in the homopolymer region2, which causes significant difficulty in subsequent 

sequence assembly and analysis steps [16, 17]. 

The Illumina Next-Generation Sequencing Technology takes several steps to correct issues 

inherent in both the legacy and the Next-Generation 454 sequencing methods [18]. Illumina technology 

utilizes short-read sequencing technology, and can perform both shotgun sequencing and targeted 

amplification sequencing methods [19]. Illumina technology uses a different method of replication of 

                                                
1 Such as “AAAAATCG” 
2 Sequence “AAAAATCG is then read as “AAAATCG” (deletion) or “AAAAAATCG” (insertion) 
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sequence DNA known as Bridge PCR [20]. In Bridge PCR, DNA segments are fragmented into short 

sequences and attached to a “lawn” of binding sequences on a plate, as opposed to the beads used in the 

PCR utilized by the 454 method [21]. These bound fragments are then replicated to create a small patch 

of DNA bound to the lawn. As in the 454 method, DNA bases are read by the sequencing of 

complementary DNA strands with fluorescently labeled nucleotides. In this method, however, all four 

nucleotides are washed over the DNA fragments simultaneously and the fluorescent group on the 

nucleotide blocks addition of further nucleotide bases. This difference in technique addresses the 

homopolymer error present in the 454 sequencing method by the relatively precise addition of one base 

per cycle. As each nucleotide base is labeled with a different fluorescent group, the excitation of these 

groups via an incident laser light allows identification of the bases on different fragment regions based 

on the light emanating from any given region. The fluorescent group is then cleaved from the base, 

allowing addition of the next complementary nucleotide in the following cycle [18]. 

  

Visualizations of Sequencing Methods 

For visualizations of each respective sequencing process, the following resources are available: 

454 Sequencing: FLX System Workflow: (Accessed 04/2015) 

http://goo.gl/7zfDKy   (Shortened URL)  

Illumina: Genome Analyzer Workflow: (Accessed 04/2015) 

http://goo.gl/61ySaf   (Shortened URL) 

http://goo.gl/7zfDKy
http://goo.gl/61ySaf
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DNA Sequence Assembly: 

 Although next-generation short-read sequencing technologies such as the Illumina HiSeq results 

in very high quantities of sequence reads, the efficient and accurate reassembly of these small fragments 

into their original order is a non-trivial issue. As a result, optimization of genome assembly has recently 

been one of the major focuses of bioinformatics study [3]. Some of the most significant advances in 

sequencing technology made in the past few years have been in the optimization of algorithms for 

genome assembly. Refinement of the recently introduced sequence assemblers such as the Trinity, 

Velvet, SOAPdenovo, and AllPaths assembly utilities have greatly increased the capability of these 

assemblers to handle large amounts of genomic data in several different forms [3, 22-25]. These 

assemblers are capable of producing high-quality DNA sequence assemblies using high-performance 

systems and the centralized UNIX servers that are available at major university research institutions.  

There are several different types of sequences that can be assembled from short sequence reads 

depending on the desired focus of the research. Two of the major types of DNA sequence assembly are 

genome assembly and transcriptome assembly [3]. Genome sequence assembly attempts to recreate the 

full genome of a particular organism. Whole-genome assembly is often an intensive project that requires 

a significant investment of resources, both for the reagents required for the DNA sequencing as well as 

the significant amount of computational time required for the assembly of the genome sequence. The 

other major type of sequence assembly is transcriptome assembly, which represents the sequence 

information of the portion of the genome that is under active transcription into messenger RNA (mRNA) 

for translation into protein.  
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The central dogma of molecular biology states that protein encoding information is passed 

through the cell via a specific sequence of steps [26]. This sequence of steps is shown in Figure 1: 

���      � � � � �      →               ���      � � � �      →             �� ���   
 

In the central dogma, DNA strands in a cell are actively transcribed to mRNA by the action of RNA 

polymerase enzymes. This mRNA is then translated into protein by the action of ribosomes located 

either in the cell cytoplasm in prokaryotes or in the endoplasmic reticulum organelle in eukaryotic 

species. In order to obtain the DNA sequences of the transcriptome, the RNA-Seq method can be used 

[27]. In this method, the viral reverse transcriptase enzyme is utilized to convert the single-stranded 

mRNA back into double-stranded DNA. The DNA created from reverse transcription of an mRNA 

strand is called complementary DNA (cDNA). In eukaryotic species, cDNA represents the coding 

sequence of the DNA template used to transcribe the mRNA with intron coding regions spliced out of 

the DNA sequence. When reverse transcriptase is used on the collection of mRNA present in a cell, it 

provides a snapshot of the DNA that is actively being transcribed within a particular cell at the time of 

sample collection. 

 In transcriptome assembly, the relative frequency of the occurrence of specific sequences is 

assumed to indicate the frequency of occurrence of the corresponding mRNA strand in the cell. This is 

subsequently assumed to indicate the abundance of the corresponding coded protein at the time of 

sample collection. Generally only a small portion of the genome is used for coding of proteins in 

eukaryotic organisms, such as the 2% of the human genome used for protein coding [28]. Thus, an 

organism’s transcriptome is often much shorter in length than its genome. Transcriptome assembly can 

therefore often be performed with fewer29omputational resources than are often required for whole 

Figure 1, “General” Transfers of the Central Dogma of 
Molecular Biology  
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genome assembly projects. In addition, transcriptome assembly provides information about different 

expression levels of an organism’s genes. Assembling the transcriptomes of different individuals of the 

same species allows comparisons to be made between differing individual gene expression levels [29]. 

This then allows the relationship between specific genes and phenotypic or developmental states to be 

established. 

Sequence Assembly Methods: 

Both whole-genome assembly and transcriptome assembly can be performed via either the 

“reference assembly” or the “de novo assembly” methods [3]. In de novo3 assembly, sequence reads are 

assembled into a genome or transcriptome without assistance from outside reference sources [18]. This 

is generally the most computationally intensive method of sequence assembly, often requiring the 

comparison of every read with every other read. Thus, generally an exponential relationship exists 

between the number of sequence reads and the amount of computational time required for assembly, 

giving a native runtime complexity of � 2  where  is the number of sequence reads. Some examples 

of commonly used de novo assembly utilities are the Velvet, ABySS, and SOAPdenovo assemblers for 

de novo whole genome assembly [23, 24, 30], and the Trinity and Oases assemblers for de novo 

transcriptome assembly [22, 31, 32]. In addition, many other assemblers are under development with the 

goal of optimizing assembly accuracy and speed under both generalized and specialized sequencing 

conditions [3].   

                                                
3 From the Latin: “Beginning Afresh” 
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In reference assembly4, a previously assembled genome (reference genome) is used as a guide 

for the assembly of the genome or transcriptome of the experimental target [3]. The reference genome 

can either be supplied by an individual of the same species or from an individual of a closely related 

species [33]. The efficacy of using a reference genome for assembly is directly linked to the genome 

similarity between the target species and the selected reference genome. Utilization of a whole-genome 

sequence of the same species provides the most assistance in reference assembly. Two examples of 

recently released reference assembly utilities are the AlignGraph assembler for reference-assisted 

genome assembly [34], and the BRANCH assembler for reference-assisted transcriptome assembly [35]. 

The BRANCH utility uses the transcriptome sequence output from a de novo assembler, such as that 

produced by Trinity or Oases, and uses an existing reference genome to create additional connections 

between transcriptome sequence fragments. Reference assembly methods have the potential to 

significantly increase the speed of sequence assembly methods, as they can significantly reduce the 

potential number of required comparisons between sequence segments. 

                                                
4 Also referred to as “Mapping Assembly” 

Further Reading: 

For further introduction to sequencing technologies, Nature Reviews: Genetics offers an accessible 

series of review articles on next-generation sequencing and sequence assembly.  

Review Article Series: Applications of next-generation sequencing 

http://www.nature.com/nrg/series/nextgeneration/index.html 

Sequencing technologies — the next generation 

http://www.nature.com/nrg/journal/v11/n1/abs/nrg2626.html 

Sequence assembly demystified 

http://www.nature.com/nrg/journal/v14/n3/full/nrg3367.html 

Next-generation transcriptome assembly 

http://www.nature.com/nrg/journal/v12/n10/full/nrg3068.html 

Next-generation sequencing data interpretation: enhancing reproducibility and accessibility 

http://www.nature.com/nrg/journal/v13/n9/abs/nrg3305.html 

 

http://www.nature.com/nrg/series/nextgeneration/index.html
http://www.nature.com/nrg/journal/v11/n1/abs/nrg2626.html
http://www.nature.com/nrg/journal/v14/n3/full/nrg3367.html
http://www.nature.com/nrg/journal/v12/n10/full/nrg3068.html
http://www.nature.com/nrg/journal/v13/n9/abs/nrg3305.html
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ndangered Species in Florida: 

Recent advances in sequencing technology have created an extensive opportunity for the 

genomic study of species native to the State of Florida. Endangered species have some of the greatest 

potential for impact by genetic disorders due to the small sizes of remaining population groups. One of 

the primary consequences of these small population sizes for a given species is that few choices in mate 

selection are available. This results in a significant amount of mating between closely related 

individuals, known as inbreeding.  

For many species, inbreeding is significantly detrimental to overall population health. The 

detrimental effects of inbreeding are referred to as inbreeding depression, a condition in which many 

individuals within a population are homozygous for harmful recessive traits [36, 37]. Inbreeding 

depression is characterized by species populations that have a high propensity for genetic disorders and 

a corresponding decrease in population fitness [38-40]. Assembling sequences for the genomes of 

endangered species provides an insight into the genetic weaknesses endemic to species with inbred 

populations [41, 42].  Genomic analysis thus has a significant potential to assist in the species 

preservation efforts of endangered Florida wildlife.  

As of April, 2015, 47 species native to the Florida region are classified as endangered by the 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA-NMFS) 

and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, with 43 more classified as threatened by either the 

aforementioned federal agencies or by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) 

[7]. The Florida Panther is one example of a Florida species that has suffered a profound decrease in 

average population fitness due to the inbreeding depression caused by small population sizes [43]. 

Furthermore, the species has served as a model of the potential for the assistance of restoration efforts 
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through genome sequencing and analysis [44, 45]. Similarly, many other threatened and endangered 

Florida species such as the Florida Manatee, the Gopher Tortoise, the Grasshopper Sparrow, the Beach 

Mouse, and the Red Wolf, also have the potential to significantly benefit through conservation genomics 

study utilizing cutting-edge genomics methods [7, 46-50]. 
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Research Design 

Major opportunities exist in two primary directions of computational biological research: the 

development of new utilities designed to increase the accessibility of new bioinformatics tools, and the 

utilization of those tools in new avenues of genomic research. This research project has undertaken to 

make advancements in both of these directions through a bifurcated project design. 

Development of Computational Utilities, TFLOW and GATICCA: 

The computational portion of this project focuses on the development of two utilities to increase 

the accessibility of cutting-edge sequence analysis tools. This is accomplished through the creation of a 

de novo transcriptome assembly pipeline named TFLOW and the design and implementation of a 

program backend as part of the GATTICA Project5.  

One of the primary barriers to a greater utilization of cutting edge sequencing assembly methods 

is the significant learning curve associated with each of the individual utilities required for a sequence 

assembly project. To help to address this issue, a “pipeline” of several different utilities is created to 

provide a streamlined process from raw shotgun transcript read data to the final transcriptome assembly. 

This pipeline is titled Transcriptome Flow (TFLOW) and encompasses transcript read quality trimming, 

transcriptome sequencing, combination of multiple transcripts, post-sequencing transcriptome analysis, 

and gene annotation. The output from each step of the procedure is prepared for subsequent steps by 

utilities written in the Python language for the TFLOW package [51]. These utilities will be made 

available as an open-source python module through the FSU Center for Genomics and Personalized 

                                                
5 GATTICA is an acronym for “Genome Analysis Tools in a Collaborative Cloud Application.” 
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Medicine (CGPM) [52], allowing for future expansion upon the toolkits provided. This package will 

allow an increase in the accessibility of de novo transcriptome sequence assembly by providing a ready-

made kit for de novo transcriptome assembly projects on UNIX systems. 

Another major barrier to greater utilization of bioinformatics tools is a lack of familiarity among 

many biological researchers with the command line interface that is commonly used by bioinformatics 

utilities. To help to address this issue, the GATTICA project was initiated in 2014 by the Florida State 

University Center for Genomics and Personalized Medicine. The goal of the GATICCA project is to 

provide access to the majority of genome analysis tools via a user-friendly web-browser interface. This 

interface is designed to allow access to high-performance bioinformatics utilities users without extensive 

experience in command-line UNIX systems. While the GATICCA utility is a collaboration between 

several researchers working with the CGPM, this project involves the design and implementation of the 

Python backend for the GATICCA Project, including the creation of a task scheduler and a template for 

future modular addition of bioinformatics tools.  

Genomic Sequencing of Florida Species: 

The new bioinformatics tools that have become available in the last decade provide a significant 

opportunity for new discovery in genomics. Endangered species are one group that can significantly 

benefit from study via the new genome sequencing technologies. Florida is home to several species that 

are significantly endangered, such as the Florida Manatee and the Florida Panther [43, 46].  The 

genomic study of these species has the potential to significantly aid in conservation efforts for 

endangered species by providing more insight into the genetic weaknesses that threaten small 

populations. 
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In order to help to address this problem, the 

FSU CGPM launched the “Sequencing Florida 

Endangered Species Project” (SFES) in 2014. This a 

multi-stage project to assist in conservation efforts of 

Florida species [53, 54]. This project will endeavor 

to conduct sequencing studies on several Florida 

endangered species utilizing new sequencing 

technologies and cutting-edge bioinformatics 

methods. The information provided by these 

sequencing projects will be made public by inclusion 

in the NCBI reference database of genome sequences 

[55], providing an open-access resource to sequence 

information for scientists conducting research on these species. By making the genome sequence results 

of these studies publicly available, this project aims to significantly increase rate of discovery and the 

ability of researchers to help recover endangered Florida species from the brink of extinction. 

The research conducted in this project represents the first stage of the SFES project as well as the 

initial steps towards the second phase. Before undertaking sequencing projects involving endangered 

species, an initial project was selected that allowed the establishment of the framework required for 

further de novo sequencing endeavors. The first Florida species selected for analysis was Schizocosa 

ocreata, a wolf spider native to the Florida region. Several practical advantages exist in the selection of 

ocreata as the initial candidate for sequencing. Multiple steps had already been performed to prepare for 

the assembly of the Schizocosa ocreata transcriptome. Tissue samples for several different organisms 

had been previously collected with subsequent preparation of the cDNA tissue libraries from the mRNA 

Figure 2, Announcement of the “Sequencing 
Florida Endangered Species” Project 
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transcript sequences. Short-read DNA sequencing had then been performed on these libraries, resulting 

in a large quantity of sequences 101 base pairs (bp) in length. Thus, high-quality raw DNA sequences 

were available for use in de novo assembly of the Schizocosa ocreata transcriptome, making it an ideal 

first subject in the acquisition and installation of the computational tools required for de novo 

transcriptome assembly.  

In addition to practical considerations, there are several biological reasons for the selection of 

Schizocosa ocreata for transcriptome sequence. The genome size for Schizocosa ocreata is on the same 

order of magnitude with that of the target endangered species for the project. The genome size for 

Schizocosa ocreata individuals has been determined to be . ± .  �6, or . ± .  ��7 in 

length8 [56, 57], as compared to the length of .  �� for the Florida Manatee9 [58]. In addition, 

potential similarities between Schizocosa ocreata and the model organism, Drosophila melanogaster10, 

provide a significant advantage in the annotation of gene function after the completion of sequence 

assembly.  

As transcriptome assembly requires significantly less computational resources than a genome 

assembly, the assembly of a high-quality de novo transcriptome was undertaken as the initial stage of 

the SFES project. After assembly, transcriptome annotation is performed utilizing homology to several 

different reference genomes and sequence databases. In order to provide insight into differences in gene 

expression between different organismal states, the tissue samples used for transcriptome sequencing 

were collected from several categories of Schizocosa ocreata individuals. Differential gene expression 

between the selected individuals is then determined by statistical analysis. 

                                                
6 picograms 
7 giga base pairs 
8 1 picogram = 0.978 Gb 
9 Species Name: Trichechus manatus latirostris 
10 A species of fruit fly 
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The next stage of the SFES project includes the genome and transcriptome sequencing of several 

endangered Florida Species. The first two endangered species chosen for sequencing studies are the 

Florida Manatee and the Florida Gopher Tortoise. A whole-genome scaffold assembly for the Florida 

manatee has already been assembled by the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard [59]. The potential 

exists to further characterize the manatee genome through collection of cellular mRNA for RNA-Seq. 

To accomplish this, a tissue sample will be collected from the same individual used in the original work 

by the Broad Institute. Library preparation will then be performed on the sample, and the cDNA 

sequences will be obtained by Illumina sequencing. Reference transcriptome assembly will then be 

performed on the sequence reads to assemble the manatee transcriptome. Identification of regions of the 

genome corresponding to coding sequences will then be performed, providing annotation of genome 

sequences with function information. This project encompasses the preliminary work on the 

improvement of the manatee draft genome. The sequenced genome is obtained from the Broad Institute 

genome browser [60]. Preliminary analysis is then begun on the assembly to identify regions for 

potential improvement. 

The final sequencing portion of the project includes the preparatory work for the full-genome 

sequencing of the Florida Gopher Tortoise. The permitting process is currently underway for the 

collection of tissue samples from a gopher tortoise in the Clinic for the Rehabilitation of Wildlife 

(CROW) in Sanibel, FL. Once tissue has been collected, the Illumina HiSeq instrument resident in the 

FSU College of Medicine will be utilized to obtain shotgun DNA short-read sequences for the Gopher 

Tortoise. De novo genome sequence assembly will then be performed on the sequence data to produce a 

high-quality genome sequence assembly for the tortoise.  
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Development of the GATICCA Framework: 

 

Biological researchers are often unfamiliar with complex command line interfaces of the type 

utilized in high-performance computational clusters [6]. A significant portion of the most commonly 

used bioinformatics utilities such as the NCBI BLAST Suite and the BWA Sequence Alignment Tool 

are utilized via a command line [61, 62]. Many of these tools have a significant learning curve before a 

high degree of proficiency is achieved. Some online utilities have been developed to address this 

problem, such as the access to BLAST and other analysis methods offered by EMBL [63]. While these 

online utilities are effective in increasing access to tools for small data sets, an opportunity exists to 

further develop methods to increase accessibility of the most powerful bioinformatics tools for batch 

processing of both small and large datasets. 

The design for GATICCA is to provide an easy-to-use web interface to a centralized 

bioinformatics server. As with other web-interfaces, its design will provide access to utilities for 

sequence assessment and manipulation as well as many other bioinformatics tasks. However, the 

GATICCA utility is also designed to include many features that 

are lacking in other bioinformatics browser interfaces, such as a 

file browser for performing multi-step tasks on an input file and 

a modular tool inclusion kit to facilitate easy expansion with 

newly-released tools. 

Figure 3, Beta Logo for the 

GATTICA Project 
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 As the GATICCA project is a collaboration of multiple researchers at Florida State, the project 

was divided up into several portions with a primary division between the “frontend,” or the user 

interface, and the “backend,” the code providing task functionality. This project includes the majority of 

the development of the GATICCA backend, including implementation of a HTTP page retrieval system, 

a task scheduler, and a data storage framework. 

The Python 2.7 language was chosen as the language for the GATICCA backend due to the 

expansive number of Python modules that are available for carrying out specific functions [51]. One 

such module is called “django,” a web-framework for Python [64]. This framework allows integration of 

python code into web-page design, providing a very good foundation on which to build the GATTICA 

project. Django 1.6.5 was thus acquired and installed on a test web server in the FSU Department of 

Biology. Django operates through modular components known as projects, apps, and models with 

automated constructors included to facilitate the creation of each type of component. The function of a 

django “project” is relatively self-explanatory. They are designed to encompass one django-based 

website and backend implementation. Django “apps” are sub-components of a project that are designed 

to be modular, and thus reusable between different projects. Django “models” refer to custom django 

data structures within apps, with each model possessing a specific method of storage in and recall from 

the project database file. 

A django project was created for GATTICA, and a “Tasks” app was created to carry out the task 

submission functionality. Within “Tasks,” two models were created: one to store information on 

available tools (bioinformatics utilities within GATTICA) and another to store information on submitted 

tasks, named “Tool” and “Task,” respectively. The “Celery” python module was acquired to handle job 

submission and queuing, and appropriate functions were added to the “Task” module to interface with 

the “Celery” task queuing server. A modular setup was created for tool submission, with parameters for 
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each included GATTICA tool being read from individual python data files within a given directory. This 

provided the maximum ability for modular addition of new tools, as the appropriate parameter file need 

only be added to the “Tools” directory to automatically include the new tool in the GATTICA interface.  

Several features of django allow for robust 

handling of tasks, tools and users. Django includes 

facility for user registration and differentiation, including 

login, logout, password authentication, cookie 

placement, and customization of the shown interface 

based on the particular user.  Django also includes 

templates for login, logout, and registration webpages 

that can be customized according to the needs of the 

project. A functional user registration and login system 

was implemented, differentiating between users and administrators, with users given a custom interface 

based on user permissions. 

An “administrator” 

interface template is also 

provided within the django 

framework, allowing for easy 

management of users, tasks and 

tools. Django includes the ability 

to modularly include data on 

given model class objects within 

Figure 4, Functional Prototype GATTICA 

Login from Django Template 

Figure 5, Functional Prototype GATTICA Administration Page 
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the administration webpage, so desired content can be easily included. Additionally, tasks can be created 

from within the administration interface for testing purposes and task and queue status can be monitored.  

Several points of the backend framework must interface directly with frontend utiltities, such as 

the included file browser, dynamic task status viewing, and dynamic form generation for job submission 

based on tool parameters. For each of these tools, an interface was created between the framework 

django backend and the relevant coding language for the utility, such as the JSON parameter passing 

interface for the Javascript template generation tool and the file browser. 

The backend work on the GATTICA utiltity, together with work on the frontend performed by 

other FSU CGPM researchers, resulted in a functional prototype of the GATTICA utiltiy. A user 

Figure 6, Functional Prototype GATTICA Task Administration Page 
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interacting with this prototype is able to register for an account and log into the site. Once there, they 

can select a bioinformatics tool from a dynamically generated list and submit a job to the selected tool. 

The job will be queued, completed on the prototype server, and the output of the job will be made 

available to the user. A job history is available on a per user basis, and access to each user’s history and 

job outputs are limited by the password protected account verirification system. This prototype system is 

currently under expansion and testing, and will be released to the public once an initial version with the 

desired features has been completed.  

 

 

  

Figure 7, Functional Prototype GATTICA Utility 
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Transcriptome Assembly of the Florida Spider, Schizocosa Ocreata: 

 

The next portion of the project involved the assembly of a high-quality de novo transcriptome for 

Schizocosa ocreata, a spider native to the Florida region. Schizocosa ocreata is a wolf spider which 

comprise the Lycosidae family of spiders. One of the major notable characteristics about Schizocosa 

ocreata is that, as a wolf spider, Schizocosa ocreata captures its prey by waiting and pouncing rather 

than by use of a web [65]. Wolf spiders are a member of the phylum Arthropoda which contains 

exoskeletal invertebrates with jointed limbs. This phylum is one of the most highly studied groups of 

organisms, as it also contains the species Drosophila melanogaster, one of the primary model organisms 

for genetic study [66].  

Figure 8, The Florida Wolf Spider:  

Schizocosa ocreata  
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Read Trimming: 

In order to obtain a transcriptome that captures the range of genes expressed in in different 

organismal states of Schizocosa ocreata, brain tissue samples were collected from 12 different 

individuals. Four distinct types of specimen were selected for sequencing study in order to characterize 

the differential expression between these organisms of these types. The tissue samples used were 

collected from the brain tissue of 3 immature female, 3 immature male, 3 mature female, and 3 mature 

male organisms (subsequently referred to as ImmFemale, ImmMale, MatFemale, and MatMale). 

Shotgun sequencing for each of the samples was then performed on the FSU College of Medicine HiSeq 

2500 System. A total of approximately 190 million paired end reads 101 bp in length were achieved 

from the sequencing across the twelve samples as shown in Table 1. Errors in the procedure for the 

library preparation of ImmFemale Sample 1 and MatMale Sample 1 resulted in very low counts of reads 

obtained from these tissues. The count of paired end reads obtained on a per-sample basis with totals for 

each category are presented in Table 1: 

Table 1: Schizocosa Ocreata Raw Paired End Sequence Reads 

Sample ImmFemale ImmMale MatFemale MatMale Combined 

Sample 1 1,859 10,931,231 24,774,698 223 - 

Sample 2 26,120,368 13,646,459 8,236,968 21,704,520 - 

Sample 3 16,900,060 20,198,523 23,161,868 24,176,589 - 

Total 43,022,287 44,776,213 56,173,534 45,881,332 189,853,366 

 

In order to obtain a high-quality transcriptome assembly, trimming was then performed on the 

raw sequenced data obtained from the Illumina HiSeq instrument. Previous work by Mbandi, et al. has 

shown that the utilization of trimmed reads in the de novo transcriptome sequencing of non-model 

organisms results in higher-quality transcriptome sequences than would be obtained by the use of raw 
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sequence data [67]. The quality of sequence reads is determined by the estimated potential for error per 

nucleotide in the read as given by the PHRED quality score [68]. This score is included for the bases of 

each read in the sequencer output. The Trimmomatic utility was selected for trimming of the sequence 

reads based on several sequence characteristics [69]. Adapter sequences utilized by Illumina sequencing 

instruments were identified and trimmed from the ends of sequences, matching if a sequence in the read 

matched to the adapter sequence with up to one difference in bases. Extensive trimming was performed 

to raise the average quality score for nucleotides in each of the reads to a target threshold PHRED score. 

The previous work by Mbandi, et al. suggests that the optimum read quality threshold varies for 

different transcriptome assembly projects depending on the dataset. An analysis was performed in which 

several different PHRED thresholds were used to determine the optimum assembly strategy for the 

ocreata transcriptome. This analysis is presented in Appendix A.  

An optimum threshold score of 3311 was identified for the assembly of the experimental 

transcriptome as shown in Appendix A. PHRED-quality score based trimming was then accomplished in 

three steps. The first and second trimming steps involved removing the leading and trailing bases with a 

PHRED score  from each sequence read. This was followed by a sliding base analysis in which the 

average PHRED score of each sequential group of 25 bases in each read was examined. If any 25-base 

sequence within the read was determined to have an average PHRED score , the read was 

discarded. As longer reads are generally of more significant value in sequence assembly, any read that 

was trimmed below 75 bp in length was discarded in the final step of the trimming procedure. The 

system call used for read trimming via the Trimmomatic utility is provided in Appendix B. 

 

                                                
11 Indicating a 1 in 1995 chance that the base was called incorrectly. 
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Table 2: Schizocosa Ocreata Trimmed Paired End Sequence Reads 

Sample Initial Count Final Count % Retained 

ImmFemale 43,022,287 20,275,442 47.0% 

ImmMale 44,776,213 25,233,488 56.0% 

MatFemale 56,173,534 29,911,490 53.0% 

MatMale 45,881,332 25,474,553 56.0% 

Total 189,853,366 100,894,973 53.0% 

 

The results of the read trimming procedure are presented in Table 2. From the initial 189 million 

reads, 47% of the reads were discarded by the trimming process with approximately 101 million reads 

remaining. The resulting reads ranged in length from 75 to 101 bp. The distributions of read lengths and 

quality scores for each sample type were then analyzed with the FastQC utility to display the qualities of 

the trimmed reads [70]. These analyses are presented in Figures 9 – 16. 
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Figure 9, Trimmed ImmFemale Read Quality:  

Base Phred Score vs. Sequence Position 

Figure 10, Average Trimmed ImmFemale Read Quality:  

Read Count Average Sequence Quality Distribution  
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Figure 11, Trimmed ImmMale Read Quality:  

Base Phred Score vs. Sequence Position 

Figure 12, Average Trimmed ImmMale Read Quality:  

Read Count Average Sequence Quality Distribution 
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Figure 13, Trimmed MatFemale Read Quality:  

Base Phred Score vs. Sequence Position 

Figure 14, Average Trimmed MatFemale Read Quality:  

Read Count Average Sequence Quality Distribution 
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Figure 15, Trimmed MatMale Read Quality:  

Base Phred Score vs. Sequence Position 

Figure 16, Average Trimmed MatMale Read Quality:  

Read Count Average Sequence Quality Distribution 
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Single-Category Transcriptome Assembly: 

As advances in sequencing technology have rapidly occurred over the past decade, relatively few 

choices of assembler exist for de novo transcriptomic sequencing [3, 33]. These choices include genome 

assemblers with modifications to support transcriptome sequencing, such as the Velvet/Oases Assembler 

and the Trans-ABySS assembler [31, 71], as well as transcriptome-specific assemblers such as the 

Trinity assembler [22]. A study performed by Ayoub et. al. compared the outputs and gene recapture 

rate of both the Trinity and Velvet/Oases assemblers, showing that Trinity was superior in recapturing 

transcripts for known sequences in the genome of the Western Black Widow: Latrodectus Hesperus, 

another arthropod species [72]. Trinity was therefore selected for the de novo transcriptome assembly 

for Schizocosa ocreata to maximize assembly quality and the recapture rate of expressed genes.  

Several variant assembly procedures were explored to ensure the acquisition of the optimum 

transcriptome from the experimental dataset. These variants included utilization of several different 

initial minimum read quality scores, as well as using different subsets of category data for transcriptome 

assembly. The process of selection of the optimum assembly strategy is discussed in Appendix A. The 

strategy chosen to produce the optimum assembly results entails utilization of the Trinity transcriptome 

assembler separately for each category of Schizocosa ocreata organism. Each assembly was performed 

independently by the execution of Trinity on the FSU Department of Biological Science Computational 

Server. Trinity was run in paired end mode, utilizing 10GB of RAM and 4 CPUs per process. System 

calls for the Trinity processes are shown in Appendix B, with statistics on the output assemblies shown 

in Table 3. The four assemblies created with the Trinity assembler resulted in an average of 155,927 

assembled isoforms with a corresponding average N50 length of 787 bases, a measure providing a 

weighted indication of median read length [73]. 
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Table 3: Category-Specific Trinity Assembly Output Statistics 

Trinity Assembly Count Total (Mb) Mean (b) Min (b) Max (b) Median (b) N50 (b) 

ImmFemale 105,935 69 653 201 27,687 359 1,004 

ImmMale 147,519 82 556 201 30,238 308 786 

MatFemale 182,555 96 525 201 30,212 294 693 

MatMale 187,700 95 511 201 29,873 288 663 

Average 155,927 86 561 201 29,503 312 787 

 

The Trinity algorithm is designed to capture small variations in sequences resulting from allelic 

differences in transcripts [22]. As the experimental design is intended to assemble the highest quality 

multi-tissue transcriptomic assembly, a balance must be struck between maintaining small sequence 

variations and optimization of transcript length. To further assemble transcript isoforms, the CAP3 

sequence assembler was additionally utilized on each category-specific assembly to collapse transcript 

isoforms with small sequence variations into a single transcript sequence [74]. This process also assisted 

in preparation for assembly of the multi-category transcriptome by reducing the complexity of each 

category-specific transcriptome assembly. For each category type, CAP3 was run with default settings 

on the output Trinity sequences with the system call shown in Appendix B. The utilization of the CAP3 

assembler resulted in combination of several thousand sequences for each category assembly as shown 

in Table 4. Statistics for transcript sequences resulting from the CAP3 assembly are shown in Table 5. 

Table 4: Combination of Individual Category Transcripts by CAP3 Assembler 

Sample Trinity Trans. CAP3 Trans. % Reduction 

ImmFemale 105,935 96,396 9.0% 

ImmMale 147,519 135,848 7.9% 

MatFemale 182,555 171,547 6.0% 

MatMale 187,700 175,262 6.6% 

Total 155,927 144,763 7.2% 
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Table 5: Category-Specific CAP3 Assembly Output Statistics 

CAP3 Assembly Count Total (Mb) Mean (b) Min (b) Max (b) Median (b) N50 (b) 

ImmFemale 96,396 61 634 195 27,687 352 950 

ImmMale 135,848 72 534 201 30,238 302 719 

MatFemale 171,547 86 506 201 30,212 291 633 

MatMale 175,262 85 488 170 29,873 284 593 

Average 144,763 76 541 192 29,503 307 724 

 

Single-Category Transcriptome Assessment: 

One of the primary means to assess the quality of a transcriptome assembly is by the evaluation 

of the rate of recapture of known or expected genes [72]. No transcriptome or genome assemblies have 

as yet been published for Schizocosa ocreata and only a few studies have incorporated any sequencing 

of ocreata genes. Thus, two representative protein sequence databases were selected for comparison to 

the experimental transcriptome assemblies. The first selected comparison dataset was the Core 

Eukaryotic Genes Mapping Approach (CEGMA) database [75]. This dataset is comprised of 458 highly-

conserved proteins that have been identified to exist in a wide range of eukaryotes across many taxa. As 

such, comparison of this dataset to the predicted proteins provides a baseline analysis of the rate of 

protein recapture. The second selected database was the Benchmarking sets of Universal Single-Copy 

Orthologs (BUSCO) Arthropod Dataset, which contains 3078 genes from 38 arthropod species [76]. 

Each gene in the BUSCO dataset is required to be present in at least 90% of the 38 selected species. As 

such, this dataset serves as an effective benchmark for the assessment of gene recapture in transcriptome 

assemblies for Schizocosa ocreata, a member of the Arthropod phylum.  

The National Center for Biotechnology Information Basic Local Alignment Search Tool Plus 

(NCBI BLAST+) sequence comparison tool was used to determine similarities between each of the 

reference protein sequence databases and the assembled transcripts for each tissue-specific library [61]. 
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The Transcript BLAST Nucleotide (TBLASTN) application allows the comparison of protein sequences 

to a reference nucleotide database. This is performed by predicting the protein sequence of greatest 

length from each of the six possible reading frames of a given DNA sequences. The standard protein to 

protein scoring algorithm is then used to determine similarity between the sequences [77]. For each 

database, a gene was determined to be present in the assembled transcriptome if a database protein 

matched to a predicted transcript protein with an expect score (e-score) of ∗ −20 (denoted as 1e-

20) [78]. The system calls for the TBLASTN analysis are shown in Appendix B. The presence or 

absence of each CEGMA and BUSCO gene in the assembled transcriptome was then determined by a 

custom script written in the Python language version 2.7 [51], described further in the TFLOW section.  

Table 6: Recapture of CEGMA and BUSCO Genes by Single-Type Transcriptome Assemblies 

  CEGMA   BUSCO 

Sample Category Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

ImmFemale 455 3 458 99.3%   3,272 105 3,377 96.9% 

ImmMale 456 2 458 99.6%   3,263 114 3,377 96.6% 

MatFemale 456 2 458 99.6%   3,264 113 3,377 96.7% 

MatMale 454 4 458 99.1%   3,261 116 3,377 96.6% 

 

The resulting analysis for each database is shown in Table 6. In the case of both analyses, it can 

be seen that the transcripts achieved a high rate of recapture of both the core eukaryotic CEGMA genes 

as well as the Arthropod genes from the BUSCO database. CEGMA genes were recaptured at a rate of 99. % in each tissue specific library, whereas the BUSCO Arthropod genes were captured at a rate of 9 . %. These high recapture rates signify that it is likely that the assembled transcriptome for each 

tissue category is successful in recapturing a significant portion of expressed Schizocosa ocreata genes. 

These rates compare favorably to the gene recapture rates obtained by other transcriptome assemblies 

for Arthropod species [72]. 
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Multi-Category Transcriptome Assembly: 

In order to provide a transcriptome that represents gene expression across each category of 

Schizocosa ocreata gender and maturity, a final assembly step was performed in which the 

transcriptomes resulting from each of the single-type assemblies were combined into a multi-type 

transcriptome. The CAP3 assembler was also used for this assembly step, with the system call as shown 

in Appendix B. Two different sets of sequences resulted from this stage of the assembly representing 

two different categories of transcript, the “contigs” and the “singlet” output by CAP3. The resulting 

“contigs” of the mutli-category assembly are those sequences that were identified to be similar, 

identical, or connected from two or more of the single-category transcriptome assemblies. Each of the 

respective identical or similar transcript sequences were joined together in a single transcript in the 

“contigs” output of the multi-category assembly. The singlet output of the assembly represents those 

sequences that were only identified in one of the transcriptome expression categories. These transcripts 

are output unchanged in the singlet output file of the CAP3 assembler. The transcript abundance of the 

multi-category assembly is shown in Table 7. In this table, the sum of the number of initial transcripts 

from each single-type category is shown for comparison on the first row.  

 

Table 7: CAP3 Assembly of Multi-Category Transcriptome  

Transcriptome Count Reduction % Reduction 

Sum of Single-Types 579,053 - - 

Comprehensive Multi-Type 353,027 226,026 39.0% 

Overlapping Multi-Type 85,194 493,859 85.3% 
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A total of 311,220 transcripts were identified by CAP3 as having significant overlap and were 

combined into 85,149 unique contigs. These transcripts represent the sequences that were identified as 

existing in more than one single-category transcriptome. The 267,83312 remaining transcripts from the 

individual tissue types were labeled as singlets and output separately. There are several possible reasons 

that each of the singlet transcripts may be unique to a particular category and thus not reflected in the 

multi-type contigs. A given gene may only maintain a significant enough expression for detection in a 

single organismal category and would thus not be reflected in more than one of the single-category 

assemblies. In addition, allelic variation may be significant enough between certain transcripts to 

prevent identification as belonging to the same gene, thus preventing the combination of these 

transcripts. Although the Trinity assembler used for initial transcriptome assembly includes several 

components designed to reduce the number of transcripts resulting from sequencing error, a significant 

possibility still exists for that singlet transcripts may also be a result of sequencer base miscalling. 

Statistics for the transcripts in each of the multi-category transcriptomes are shown in Table 8. 

Table 8: Multi-Category Transcriptome Statistics 

CAP3 Assembly Count Total (Mb) Mean (b) Min (b) Max (b) Median (b) N50 (b) 

Combined 579,053 306 529 170 30,238 299 700 

Comprehensive Multi-Type 353,027 174 495 171 37,840 281 603 

Overlapping Multi-Type 85,194 80 942 171 37,840 540 1,438 

 

The “Comprehensive Multi-Type” assembly was created by the concatenation of the CAP3 

contig and singleton outputs into a single transcriptome. This transcriptome retains significant variation 

in coded transcript sequences as it includes a significant amount of the allelic variation resulting from 

the utilization of 12 distinct tissue samples in the assembly process. The genes expressed in more than 

                                                
12 This number represents the additional transcripts represented in the Comprehensive Multi-Type Assembly that are not 

represented in the Overlapping Multi-Type Assembly. (353,027 – 85,194 = 276,833) 
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one of the tissue categories are given in the “Overlapping Multi-Type” assembly from the contigs output 

of the CAP3 assembler. Requiring the existence of gene transcripts in multiple categories significantly 

reduces the contribution of sequencing error in the resulting transcriptome and serves to reduce the 

allelic variation expressed in the sequences. As such, this assembly is more minimal and represents a 

slightly smaller set of genes, but eliminates a significant portion of the transcripts resulting from 

sequencing errors and major allelic variation. The overlapping category transcriptome can also be seen 

to have a significantly longer N50 length than the comprehensive transcriptome (� �� � � � =. ∗ � � �ℎ� ���), suggesting that the transcript isoforms not present in more than one category 

are generally of a significantly shorter length than those found in multiple categories. 

Transcripts predicted only to encode proteins with lengths <  residues are not considered 

relevant to the transcriptome assembly. In order to ensure that transcripts in each of the assembled 

transcriptomes meet the required length of 30 residues, protein sequences were predicted and transcripts 

predicting proteins with insufficient length were removed from the transcriptome. The predicted protein 

of maximum length was determined for each of the six reading frames for transcript sequence by the 

EMBOSS Get Open Reading Frame (GetORF) tool with the minimum output length parameter set to 30 

amino acids [79]. A custom script was then written to use the output of the GetORF utility to cull any 

transcripts with insufficient predicted protein length (referred to as “noncoding”) from each assembled 

multi-type transcriptome. This utility is discussed further in the TFLOW section. Removal of noncoding 

transcripts resulted in only a slight reduction in the transcript counts in each of the assemblies as shown 

in Table 9. 
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Table 9: Multi-Category Transcriptome Statistics 

Transcriptome Count Reduction % Reduction 

Comprehensive Multi-Type 353,027 - - 

Comprehensive Multi-Type, Coding 350,183 2,844 0.8% 

        

Overlapping Multi-Type 85,194 - - 

Overlapping Multi-Type, Coding 85,097 97 0.1% 

 

Multi-Category Transcriptome Assessment: 

To assess the quality of each multi-category transcriptome, analysis utilizing the CEGMA and 

BUSCO databases was performed for each transcriptome as described in the previous Single-Category 

Transcriptome Assessment section with results presented in Table 10. A slight increase can be seen in 

the combined recapture rate of the BUSCO genes in the comprehensive assembly with 97.3% of 

BUSCO genes recaptured as compared to the previous range 96.6% to 96.9% recapture rate in the 

single-type assemblies. The recapture rate for CEGMA genes is also comparable to the multi-type 

assemblies with 99.3% recapture as compared to the range of 99.1% to 99.6% recapture rate seen in the 

single-type assemblies.  

Table 10: Recapture of CEGMA and BUSCO Genes by Multi-Type Transcriptome Assemblies 

  CEGMA   BUSCO 

Multi-Type Transcriptome Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Comprehensive Multi-Type, Coding 455 3 458 99.3%   3286 91 3377 97.3% 

Overlapping Multi-Type, Coding 453 5 458 98.9%   3261 116 3377 96.6% 

 

The statistics for the assembled transcripts for each stage of the assembly procedure are collected 

in Table 11 to allow comparison between the single-type and multi-type assemblies. The BUSCO and 

CEGMA analysis results are similarly collected in Table 12. 
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Table 11: All Transcriptome Assembly Statistics 

CAP3 Assembly Count Total (Mb) Mean (b) Min (b) Max (b) Median (b) N50 (b) 

Immature Female 96,396 61 634 195 27,687 352 950 

Immature Male 135,848 72 534 201 30,238 302 719 

Mature Female 171,547 86 506 201 30,212 291 633 

Mature Male 175,262 85 488 170 29,873 284 593 

Single-Type Average 144,763 76 541 192 29,503 307 724 
                

Single-Type Combined 579,053 306 529 170 30,238 299 700 
                

Comp. Multi-Type 353,027 174 495 171 37,840 281 603 

Comp. Multi-Type, Coding 350,183 174 497 171 37,840 283 608 
                

Overlp. Multi-Type 85,194 80 942 171 37,840 540 1,438 

Overlp. Multi-Type, Coding 85,097 80 943 171 37,840 540 1,438 

 

 Table 12: Recapture of CEGMA and BUSCO Genes by All Transcriptome Assemblies 

  CEGMA   BUSCO 

Transcriptome Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

ImmFemale 455 3 458 99.3%   3,272 105 3,377 96.9% 

ImmMale 456 2 458 99.6%   3,263 114 3,377 96.6% 

MatFemale 456 2 458 99.6%   3,264 113 3,377 96.7% 

MatMale 454 4 458 99.1%   3,261 116 3,377 96.6% 
        

Comp. Multi-Type, Coding 455 3 458 99.3%   3286 91 3377 97.3% 

Overlp. Multi-Type, Coding 453 5 458 98.9%   3261 116 3377 96.6% 

 

 

Transcriptome Annotation: 

After the assembly and optimization of the experimental transcriptome, transcript sequences are 

then annotated with a predicted function utilizing similarity to highly-annotated genomes of model 

organisms. This allows the biological function of different genes to be predicted, as well as allowing 
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meaningful differential analysis to be performed. In order to annotate the assembled Comprehensive 

Transcriptome, several protein sequence databases were acquired and compared via BLAST (“blasted”) 

to the assembled transcripts using the TBLASTN utility as previously discussed in the Transcriptome 

Assessment section. Each protein sequence database is compared to the predicted proteins from each of 

the six potential reading frames of the transcript nucleotide sequence. Example BLAST system calls are 

shown in Appendix B. The databases chosen for comparison are: known Schizocosa ocreata nucleotide 

sequences in the NCBI GenBank Database [80-82], known Schizocosa ocreata protein sequences in the 

UniProt KnowledgeBase (UniProtKB) Database [81-84], the UniProtKB manually annotated and 

reviewed Swiss-Prot Database 2015-03 Release [83], the NCBI RefSeq Nonredundant Invertebrate 

Protein Database Release 69 [85], the OrthoDB BUSCO Arthropod Database [76], the full CEGMA set 

of core eukaryotic genes [75], the Ensembl Release 79 Drosophila melanogaster annotated protein 

database [86], and the Ensembl Release 79 Ixodes scapularis annotated protein database [86].  

The results of each BLAST comparison were then read as sequence-specific annotations into a 

custom written data structure as described in the TFLOW section. Multiple thresholds were used in the 

examination of sequence similarities for annotation, and e-score similarity values were determined for 

similarity between a predicted protein sequence for each transcript and a reference database protein. As 

several databases were used in the annotation of the transcript sequences, each transcript was allowed to 

carry multiple annotations along with their associated e-score values throughout the annotation process. 

Once comparison to all annotation databases had been performed, the annotation with the most 

significant match (as given by the lowest e-score value) was chosen as the annotation for each transcript 

sequence. When multiple annotations were present for a given transcript with the same corresponding e-

score values, the first assigned annotation was selected. Multiple e-score threshold values were used to 

examine the strength of matches between reference proteins and annotated sequences. E-score cutoffs of 
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e-score ≤ 1e-5, 1e-20, and 1e-40 were examined for both the overlapping and comprehensive 

transcriptome assemblies with results shown in Table 13. 

Table 13: Transcriptome Assembly Annotations 

  Overlapping Transcripts   Comprehensive Transcripts 

Annotation Database 1E-5 1E-20 1E-40 

Best*         

(≤ 1E-40 )    1E-5 1E-20 1E-40 

Best*         

(≤ 1E-40 )  

NCBI-Ocreata 27 23 14 2   42 31 21 2 

UniProtKB-Ocreata 28 23 16 3   43 34 23 5 

CEGMA 2,007 1,177 822 233   2,995 1,675 1,132 287 

BUSCO 12,264 9,011 6,704 3,739   20,772 14,197 10,121 5,682 

Ensembl-Drosophila 13,841 11,006 8,551 2,172   23,407 17,300 12,692 3,128 

Ensembl-Ixodes 16,208 12,399 9,393 4,035   28,371 19,445 13,875 5,958 

UniProtKB-SwissProt 16,311 12,810 9,982 3,297   29,148 20,496 15,027 4,849 

NR-Invertebrate 21,204 16,043 12,571 10,824   43,539 26,618 18,871 16,168 
            

Total Sequences 85,097     350,183   

Total Annotated 21,309 16,159 12,686     43,905 26,977 19,128   

Percent Annotated 25.04% 18.99% 14.91%     12.54% 7.70% 5.46%   

For the overlapping transcriptome assembly, transcript annotations were determined for 21,309 

of 85,097 transcripts (~25%) with an e-score cutoff of 1e-5, and 12,686 of 85,097 transcripts (~15%) 

with an e-score cutoff of 1e-40. Of the 265,086 single-type transcript sequences additionally represented 

in the comprehensive assembly, 22,569 additional transcripts were annotated at a cutoff of 1e-5 and 

6,442 additional transcripts at 1e-40, resulting in total annotated transcript numbers of 43,905 of 350,183 

(~13%) at 1e-5 and 19,128 of 350,183 (~5%) at 1e-40. Differences between numbers of annotated 

transcripts between the two assemblies are shown in Table 14.  

  

*The “Best” designation refers to the number of sequences providing the annotation with less than or equal to the 
lowest e-score value for a given transcript. As some final annotations shared equivalent e-score value matches, 

this column contains some repeated annotations and thus does not sum to the total count given in each respective 

“1E-40” column. 
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Table 14: Comparison of Transcriptome Assembly Annotations 

 

Overlapping Comprehensive Difference 

Sequences 85,097 350,183 265,086 
        

1E-5 21,309 43,905 22,596 

Percent 25.0% 12.5% 8.5% 
        

1E-20 16,159 26,977 10,818 

Percent 19.0% 7.7% 4.1% 
        

1E-40 12,686 19,128 6,442 

Percent 14.9% 5.5% 2.4% 

 

The Comprehensive Assembly contains both the transcripts from the Overlapping Assembly as 

well as the single-type transcripts only represented in one tissue category. Table 14 shows that of the 

265,086 single-tissue transcripts additionally included in the Comprehensive Assembly, only a small 

percentage were successfully annotated. This likely indicates that a significant portion of coded proteins 

with known function are included in the Overlapping Assembly, with 25% (1e-5) and 14.9% (1e-40) 

respective annotated transcripts. Thus, while single-type transcripts are included in the Comprehensive 

Final Assembly for the purposes of analysis of differences in transcript expression and sequence in 

different Schizocosa ocreata organisms, a majority of the gene coding information provided by this 

transcriptome assembly is contained within the 85,079 transcripts given in the overlapping tissue 

assembly. 

The 1e-40 threshold was selected as the cutoff for prediction of function by homology for the 

comprehensive transcriptome. This e-score represents a relatively rigorous requirement for matching 

identity. While some correct annotations are likely included in matches with a higher e-score value,  

(e-score > 1e-40), the more rigorous match requirement was chosen in order to reduce the number of 

potential false positive sequence matches included in the final transcriptome by the annotation process. 
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Analysis of Differential Expression: 

In order to examine differences in the expression of transcript in different Schizocosa ocreata 

organisms, differential expression analysis was performed utilizing the annotated Comprehensive 

Transcriptome and the initial raw transcript reads. Transcript assembly by the Trinity assembler 

produces transcript variations that account for alternative exon splicing of mRNA transcripts [22]. As 

the target of differential analysis in this study is the examination of expression of coded proteins, a 

clustering algorithm was performed on the comprehensive transcriptome to collapse transcripts resulting 

from alternative splicing events into “Genes” by assigning each transcript to a specific “Gene” sequence. 

Clustering was performed utilizing a custom program written by Dr. Peter Chang13. For the clustering 

process, a BLASTN search was performed of each transcriptome assembly against itself using each 

respective sequence set both as the search query and as reference. For every BLASTN hit between two 

different transcript sequences with an e-score < 1e-40, an edge was drawn between the two nodes 

representing the queried sequence and the hit. After association of similar sequences, connected 

subgraphs were extracted and labeled as a gene cluster. To minimize errors in clustering associated 

domain sharing, the distribution of edge valencies for each cluster was characterized and an edge was 

removed if it connected two nodes having edge valencies beyond two standard deviations of the mean 

valency. If the removal of these edges resulted in disconnected subgraphs, these individual subgraphs 

were then classified as different gene clusters. Results of this process are shown in Table 15. 

Table 15: Gene Clustering of Transcriptome Assemblies 

Transcriptome Transcripts Genes % Sequences 

Overlapping 85,097 63,817 75.0% 

Comprehensive 350,183 223,524 63.8% 

 

                                                
13 Research Scientist at UC Davis 
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The gene clustering process for each of the transcriptome assemblies resulted in the reduction of 

85,097 transcripts in the overlapping assembly to 63,817 genes. The 350,183 transcripts in the 

Comprehensive assembly were likewise clustered into 222,930 genes. Annotations were conserved in 

the clustering process, with gene annotation information shown in Tables 16 and 17. A small number of 

chimeric sequence clusters were identified as resulting from high-sequence similarity, and were 

removed from subsequent analysis. 

 

Table 16: Transcriptome Assembly Gene Annotations 

  Overlapping Gene Annotations   Comprehensive Gene Annotations 

Annotation DB 1E-5 1E-20 1E-40 

Best*         

(≤ 1E-40 )    1E-5 1E-20 1E-40 

Best*         

(≤ 1E-40 )  

NCBI-Ocreata 19 16 8 2   23 17 9 2 

UniProtKB-Ocreata 28 23 16 3   22 16 11 4 

CEGMA 1,511 926 647 192   1,584 962 656 198 

BUSCO 8,592 6,329 4,765 2,658   9,659 6,648 4,820 2694 

Ensembl-Drosophila 9,707 7,724 5,992 1,413   10,879 8,131 6,061 1414 

Ensembl-Ixodes 11,246 8,642 6,592 2,787   13,348 9,156 6,700 2834 

UniProtKB-SwissProt 11,298 8,900 6,969 2,252   13,452 9,539 7,137 2,349 

NR-Invertebrate 14,459 11,007 8,713 7,451   20,691 12,335 8,920 7,627 
            

Total Genes 63,817 -   223,524 - 

Total Annotated 14,551 11,094 8,794 -   20,870 12,551 9,072 - 

Percent Annotated 22.80% 17.38% 13.78% -   9.34% 5.62% 4.06% - 

 

  

*The “Best” designation refers to the number of sequences providing the annotation with less than or equal to the 
lowest e-score value for a given gene. As some final annotations shared equivalent e-score value matches, this 

column contains some repeated annotations and thus does not sum to the total count given in each respective “1E-

40” column. 
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Table 17: Transcriptome Assembly Gene Annotation Comparison 

  Overlapping Comprehensive Difference 

Genes 63,817 223,524 159,707 
        

1E-5 14,551 20,870 6,319 

Percent 22.8% 9.3% 4.0% 
        

1E-20 11,094 12,551 1,457 

Percent 17.4% 5.6% 0.9% 
        

1E-40 8,794 9,072 278 

Percent 13.8% 4.1% 0.2% 

 

It can be seen that, as with the annotated transcripts, the majority of annotated genes are present 

in the overlapping transcriptome assembly. This is especially evident in the 1e-40 e-score cutoff 

analysis, with only 278 additional annotated gene clusters provided by the comprehensive assembly.   

 In order to provide a count of expression of each of the genes, alignment of the raw sequence 

reads was performed to the Comprehensive Transcriptome Assembly with the BWA alignment tool 

version 0.6.1-r104 with default parameters. System calls for each of the steps of the alignment process 

are provided in Appendix B [62]. Each successful read alignment was then assigned to a given gene 

using the gene clustering information provided by the previous step. Results of the alignment process are 

provided in Table 18.  
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Table 18: Read Alignment to Comprehensive Transcriptome 

Sample Aligned Unaligned Total % Aligned 

ImmFemale1 1,285 574 1,859 69.1% 

ImmFemale2 12,387,861 13,732,507 26,120,368 47.4% 

ImmFemale3 9,865,203 7,034,857 16,900,060 58.4% 
          

ImmMale1 7,898,789 3,032,442 10,931,231 72.3% 

ImmMale2 9,733,051 3,913,408 13,646,459 71.3% 

ImmMale3 9,054,856 11,143,667 20,198,523 44.8% 
          

MatFemale1 13,876,035 10,898,663 24,774,698 56.0% 

MatFemale2 6,763,111 1,473,857 8,236,968 82.1% 

MatFemale3 11,422,952 11,738,916 23,161,868 49.3% 
          

MatMale1 134 89 223 60.1% 

MatMale2 11,426,628 10,277,892 21,704,520 52.6% 

MatMale3 14,715,111 9,461,478 24,176,589 60.9% 
          

Total 107,145,016 82,708,350 189,853,366 56.4% 

 

Across Schizocosa ocreata tissue type categories, 56.4% of reads aligned to the transcripts in the 

comprehensive transcriptome. Remapping of the transcript alignments to genes was then performed, 

resulting in alignments to 223,254 of the 223,524 clustered genes (99.88%). These alignment counts for 

each gene were then output in a tabular format for differential expression analysis on a per-gene basis. 

Due to the low number of reads recovered for the ImmFemale1 and the MatMale1 tissue categories, 

these samples were not considered in the differential expression analysis. Removal of the these two 

tissue categories still resulted in symmetric overall comparisons, allowing comparison of five male vs. 

five female individuals and five mature vs. five immature individuals. 

Statistical analysis for differences in expression between genes was performed with a script 

utilizing version 3.8.5 of the edgeR Bioconductor Statistical Analysis package with version 3.1.2 of the 

R Programming Language [87, 88]. Statistical analysis of differential expression was performed across 2 
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axes in six categories. Differences in gene expression for mature vs. immature individuals, as well as 

sex-linked differences in expression for mature and immature individuals were each examined. The 

number of genes that were differentially expressed with a P value of P < 0.05 were determined for each 

comparison with results presented in Table 19.  

Table 19: Analysis of Differentially Expressed Genes  

Comparison Compared Categories Count Percent 

Female Maturity ImmFemale vs. MatFemale 23,209 10.4% 

Male Maturity ImmMale vs. MatMale 24,624 11.0% 

All Maturity All-Immature vs. All-Mature 35,232 15.8% 

Immature Sex ImmFemale vs. ImmMale 16,919 7.57% 

Mature Sex MatFemale vs. MatMale 19,892 8.90% 

All Sex All-Female vs. All-Male 21,703 9.71% 

 

A scatter plot was created to provide a visual representation of differential expression grouping 

between each of the sample categories as shown in Figure 17. For each comparison, a Bland-Altman 

plot was prepared with non-differentially expressed genes shown as black points and differentially 

expressed genes (P < 0.05) shown as red points. In each plot, the logarithm of difference in expression 

(ratio of expression levels) for each gene between the selected comparison categories is plotted as 

function of the logarithm of the average expression level of the gene in each of the categories. These 

plots are shown in Figures 18-23. 
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Figure 17, Differential Gene Expression:  
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Figure 18, Differential Gene Expression:  

Bland-Altman Plot, Log Fold-Change vs. Log Concentration 
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Figure 19, Differential Gene Expression:  

Bland-Altman Plot, Log Fold-Change vs. Log Concentration 
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Figure 20, Differential Gene Expression:  

Bland-Altman Plot, Log Fold-Change vs. Log Concentration 
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Figure 21, Differential Gene Expression:  

Bland-Altman Plot, Log Fold-Change vs. Log Concentration 
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Figure 22, Differential Gene Expression:  

Bland-Altman Plot, Log Fold-Change vs. Log Concentration 
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Figure 23, Differential Gene Expression:  

Bland-Altman Plot, Log Fold-Change vs. Log Concentration 
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Discussion: 

 The first stage of the Sequencing Florida Endangered Species project achieved a high degree of 

success in its goal of assembly of a high-quality transcriptome for the Florida wolf spider, Schizocosa 

ocreata. The optimum assembly procedure was determined and assembly was performed by sequentially 

utilizing the Trinity Transcriptome Assembler and the CAP3 Sequence Assembler. The sequential steps 

used in the assembly process are summarized in Figure 24.  

The BLAST sequence comparison tool was then utilized along with a custom script to determine 

the recapture rates of reference genes. A high degree of recapture of expected coding sequences was 

obtained in both the preliminary single-category assemblies as well as the final comprehensive multi-

category assembly. Evaluation of single category assemblies showed recapture rates of 99.1% to 99.6% 

of CEGMA core eukaryotic genes, and 96.6% to 96.9% of the BUSCO Arthropod gene dataset. The 

comprehensive multi-category assembly showed equivalent recapture of CEGMA genes at 99.3%, with 

a slightly higher recapture of the BUSCO genes at 97.3%. Using recapture rates as a benchmark for 

assembled transcriptome quality, these results compare highly favorably to other arthropod 

transcriptome assembly projects [72]. 

 Assembled transcripts were then annotated using several different database sources, including 

the CEGMA and BUSCO Databases, the NCBI RefSeq Non-Redundant Invertebrate Database, the 

UniProtKB Swiss-Prot Non-Redundant Database, The Ensembl Annotated Protein Sequence Database 

for both Drosophila melanogaster and Ixodes scapularis, and the existing known coding sequences for 

Schizocosa ocreata in the GenBank and UniProtKB databases. A custom python data-structure was then 

used to read and parse the BLAST annotation results.  
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Figure 24, Assembly Overview 
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The annotations with the smallest expect scores less than or equal to a rigorous e-score threshold of 1e-

40 were then assigned to transcript sequences, resulting in 19,128 total annotated transcripts. 

 Analysis of differential expression of coding sequences was then performed using the edgeR 

statistical analysis tool in the R programming language. The 350,183 transcripts from the comprehensive 

transcriptome were clustered into 223,524 “Genes” based on sequence similarity as determined by a 

self-on-self BLASTN search. Raw sequence reads were aligned to the comprehensive transcriptome 

using the BWA alignment tool and subsequently mapped to assigned gene clusters. Edge-R analysis of 

differential expression then revealed 7.57%-15.8% of identified genes were differentially expressed 

across categories for each of the six different organism-state comparisons.  

Differences in gene expression between individuals of different maturity states were seen to 

show more differentially expressed sequences than those of different sex states of the same maturity, 

with percentage ranges of 10.4%-15.8% differential expression based on maturity and 7.6% to 9.6% for 

differential expression based on sex. An extensive analysis of the differential gene expression identified 

in the Schizocosa ocreata organisms is currently in progress. Once an examination of patterns of 

differential expression have been completed, the results of this assembly project and subsequent 

biological analysis will be submitted to a bioinformatics journal. The annotated transcriptome assembly 

will be submitted to the NCBI for inclusion in the RefSeq database. 
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Creation of the Transcriptome-Flow (TFLOW) Package: 

 

RNA-Seq experiments on non-model organisms can provide a significant amount of information 

about the genes that are actively transcribed by these species [27]. These experiments are often 

conducted using short read sequencing and the resulting reads must thus be reassembled into transcript 

sequences to provide the greatest amount of meaningful information from the raw sequence data. Non-

model organisms often lack a closely-related reference genome sequence and as such utilize the de novo 

method of transcriptome assembly. In order to obtain the highest quality of resulting transcript 

sequences with this method, several sequential steps are often necessary. One example of a preparation 

step that is frequently required is the trimming of raw sequence reads before assembly to produce the 

highest quality transcriptome. As the optimal minimum PHRED score can vary based on the individual 

dataset, testing of several trim thresholds can be necessary to determine the optimum threshold choice 

[89]. Additionally, multiple assembly steps can be required to produce transcriptome sequences with the 

desired balance between transcript variation and redundancy in similar coding sequences. Once 

transcriptome assembly has been completed, optimum analysis procedure requires several analysis steps 

to assess the quality of assembled transcriptome. These steps include the statistical analysis of the 

assembled transcripts to determine the assembly N50 length, as well as evaluation of the rates of 

recapture of genes from one or more reference protein sequence databases.  
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One example of the steps required for a de novo transcriptome assembly project was provided in 

the previous section: “Transcriptome Assembly of the Florida Spider, Schizocosa ocreata.” Figure 25 

shows the sequence of steps used in the workflow of the Schizocosa ocreata sequencing project. 

To attempt to achieve the highest quality results, this project utilized several preparation, 

assembly, and analysis steps. The Trimmomatic read trimmer was used before transcriptome assembly 

to remove adapter sequences from reads and ensure that reads met a minimum PHRED score threshold 

[69]. The FastQC analysis tool was then used to analyze the quality of the trimmed reads [70]. The 

Trinity de novo transcriptome assembler and the CAP3 sequence assembler were each subsequently 

used to assemble the trimmed reads into transcript sequences [22, 74]. To combine the assembled 

transcripts from each of the single-type assemblies into a multi-type assembly, the CAP3 assembler was 

then used again on the concatenated transcriptome assemblies from each of the individual assembly 

portions. Evaluation of each of the Trinity, Single CAP3, and Multi CAP3 transcriptomes was 

performed by using NCBI BLAST [61] to establish homology to genes from the reference CEGMA and 

BUSCO protein sequence databases and determine the percent of each dataset represented in each 

Figure 25, Workflow for the De Novo Transcriptome Assembly of Schizocosa Ocreata  
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assembled transcriptome [75, 76]. The performance of each step of the assembly process, including 

annotation, alignment, and differential gene expression analysis is discussed in detail in the section: 

“Transcriptome Assembly of the Florida Spider, Schizocosa ocreata.” 

The significant number of steps required to produce high-quality de novo transcriptome 

assemblies can cause transcriptome sequencing projects to take significantly more time than would be 

expected based simply on the sum of the respective computational times for each project step. For 

researchers who are unfamiliar with de novo transcriptome assembly, project timeframes are often 

extended even further by the time required to learn correct input parsing and output interpretation for 

each of the trimming, assembly, and analysis tools used for the assembly process.  

In order to help address these issues, the Transcriptome Flow (TFLOW) De Novo Transcriptome 

Assembly Pipeline was developed. This pipeline is designed to streamline the sequence of steps used in 

the process of de novo transcriptome assembly and analysis by providing continuous transitions from the 

output of each project step to the input of each subsequent step in the project sequence. This pipeline is 

designed to be easily accessible by researchers who are not familiar with the tools used for 

transcriptome-sequencing projects. By handling the parsing of arguments for the commands required for 

each project component, the learning curve required for the use of these utilities is significantly 

decreased. The pipeline is also designed to provide utility to advanced users by providing an extensive 

facility for pass-through of options to project component utilities. Setting of advanced options is 

facilitated via either a custom options file or by the TFLOW command line interface.  

The TFLOW pipeline was written concurrently with the completion of the Schizocosa ocreata 

sequencing project. The beta version of the TFLOW package (v0.9.0) was publically released in April 

2015 and is available for download via the FSU Center for Genomics and Personalized Medicine [52] 
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GitHub code repository14. The following discussion represents the structuring of the TFLOW program in 

the v0.9.0 release. TFLOW was written in the Python 2.7 language and is structured as a Python 

package. This allows both for future addition of components within the python package structure and for 

use of TFLOW package utility functions by external python programs if desired. 

 The TFLOW pipeline is divided into three major portions: the “manifold” program, project 

“pipes,” and individual pipe “segments.” The manifold program, located at: “tflow/manifold.py,” is the 

framework used for interacting with each different project component. Manifold is responsible both for 

interacting with single pipe segments as well as sequentially conducting each of the segments defined by 

a specific “pipe.” Pipes are located in “tflow/segments/” and are indicated by the name: 

“[TYPE]_pipe.py” where “[TYPE]” is replaced with a given pipe designation. Each pipe contains a 

                                                
14 Accessible at: http://www.github.com/fsugenomics/tflow 

Figure 26, The TFLOW Repository on the FSU Genomics and Personalized medicine GitHub Database  

http://www.github.com/fsugenomics/tflow
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python ordered dictionary that sequentially includes each of the pipe segments used for a particular type 

of project. Options for relative input and output file locations within a given project directory are 

provided to allow different segments to smoothly connect together into a pipe. Pipe “segments” are 

located in “tflow/segments/” and are designated by “[SEGMENT].py” where “[SEGMENT]” is replaced 

with a given segment type. Segments are responsible for defining interactions with a specific tool used 

in the transcriptome assembly process. Each segment contains a standard set of functions that are then 

accessed by the manifold program. These include: “run,” “track,” “analyze,” “read,” “test,” and 

“check_done.” Each of the aforementioned functions contains the instructions required to perform that 

respective task with the associated external component. Each segment also includes a subclass of the 

OutputParser class contained in “tflow/segments/parser_class.py” to handle parsing of job output files as 

well as default options for all parameter arguments required for the running for that particular segment. 

Some segments contain full functionality for a particular step within the segment, as is the case with the 

Make_Read_Lists segment located in “tflow/segments/Make_Read_Lists.py.” The functionality for 

these segments are included within the standard “run” function. Each of these “self-contained” functions 

are also callable as an individual executable to use the included functionality, in which case the “run” 

function is invoked. 

The manifold program supports six program function options: “run,” “track,” “analyze,” “read,” 

“test,” and “print_settings.” Each mode can be used with either a selected pipe or an individual pipe 

segment, but the following discussion will only refer to use with pipes for brevity. The run mode is used 

to perform the tasks associated with each pipe using the data input provided on the command line or in 

the associated options file.  The “track” mode is used to follow the progress of a given pipe by tracking 

the output of the currently running pipe utility as that output is produced. The “analyze” mode is used to 

analyze the output of each pipe segment as that segment is completed. The “read” mode prints whatever 
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output exists for each included pipe segment whether or not that segment has yet been completed. The 

“test” mode looks for the external program associated with each segment of a given pipe and reports 

whether or not that program can be located with the provided settings. The “print_settings” mode prints 

each variable associated with the current TFLOW program run and then exits. The functionality for each 

of these modes is implemented in the standard functions used in each individual pipe. 

The TFLOW pipeline is designed to allow easy upgradeability and inclusion of new pipes and 

pipe segments as needed for new project applications. The standard set of functions used by the 

manifold program allows for the easy creation and inclusion of new custom pipe segments depending on 

the user’s needs. Additionally, new pipes can be easily created by simply defining an order of pipe 

segments and the associated default options for each segment within the pipe.  

A recent review article by A. Nekrutenko and J. Taylor discusses a common lack of reporting of 

the exact experimental procedure utilized by many recent computational biology studies, leading to a 

lack of reproducibility in many of these experiments [6]. The TFLOW package attempts to address this 

issue by provision for a very verbose output of the details of each step in the assembly process. Each 

external command performed by pipe segments is saved by default in a file named 

“[SEGMENT].auto.sh.” Timing information describing the duration of each segment is also output in: 

“[SEGMENT].auto.timing.” For verbose output of the parameters supplied to each step, each step’s 

associated options are output by default to “[SEGMENT].auto.settings.” Each of these detail files is also 

output for the overall pipe, with the corresponding “[SEGMENT]” title replaced with that of the 

appropriate pipeline. By providing easy access to the details of each assembly run including any default 

and non-default options, the TFLOW package is designed to greatly increase the ease of including a 

high degree of bioinformatics project detail in publications that include de novo transcriptome assembly 

projects. 
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The primary functionality of the TFLOW Pipeline v0.9.0 is provided by the pipe titled: 

“Trinity_Pipe” located in “tflow/segments/Trinity_Pipe.py.” This pipe is designed to encompass all the 

steps required for de novo transcriptome assembly. The input for this pipe is the raw RNA-Seq reads, 

and the pipe encompasses all assembly steps until a final transcriptome assembly is produced. This 

pipeline includes each of the steps that were utilized for the single-type transcriptome assemblies in the 

Schizocosa ocreata transcriptome assembly project, including read trimming with Trimmomatic, Trinity 

transcript assembly, CAP3 sequence assembly, N50 length analysis of the resulting transcriptome, and 

analysis of percent of expected gene recapture using the CEGMA and BUSCO protein sequence 

databases [22, 69, 74-76]. The inclusion of automated analysis of gene recapture in the final 

transcriptome assemblies is designed to provide an effective metric for determining the quality of the 

given transcriptome assembly, in addition to that of the standardly used N50 sequence length. 

Upgrades to the TFLOW beta version are currently in development. Future features will include 

the “FastQC” pipe segment for automated analysis of trimmed sequence reads by the FastQC read 

analysis tool, as well as the “Summary” segment for output of a final summary of all analysis steps 

performed throughout the assembly process [70]. These changes will be published to the FSU CGPM 

GitHub site and made available as stable release versions are finalized.  
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Preliminary Work on SFES Stage 2 Sequencing Projects:  

 

The successful assembly of the Schizocosa ocreata transcriptome served to lay the groundwork 

for the next portion of the Sequencing Florida Endangered Species Project, the production of high-

quality whole-genome sequences of several native Florida species that are classified as threatened or 

endangered [7]. The initial two species selected for sequencing in the project are the Florida Manatee 

(Trichechus manatus latirostris) and the Florida Gopher Tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus). For each 

species, either transcriptome or genome sequencing will be performed either towards the creation of a 

full-genome sequence assembly or to add to known sequence information. 

Transcriptome Assembly of the Florida Manatee, Trichechus Manatus Latirostris: 

A scaffold whole-genome sequence assembly has already been performed for a Trichechus 

manatus latirostris individual by researchers at the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard [59]. In order to 

further add to the known sequence information for 

this organism, a transcriptome sequencing project 

will be performed to identify and assign function 

to coding regions in the manatee genome. Tissue 

will be collected from a Trichechus manatus 

latirostris individual and RNA-Seq will be 

performed to obtain cDNA sequences. If feasible, 
Figure 27, The Florida Manatee: 

Trichechus manatus latirostris 
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tissue will be collected from the same individual15 used by the sequencing performed by the Broad 

Institute in order to maximize the efficacy of those sequences in the annotation of the genome assembly. 

As a whole-genome assembly exists for this organism, the reference assembly method will be used to 

efficiently perform the transcriptome assembly. 

In order to prepare for further sequencing of the manatee transcriptome, the scaffold assembly 

prepared by the Broad Institute was acquired via the Broad Institute genome browser [60]. Statistical 

analysis was performed on the assembly with results shown in Table 14. A total of 6,323 scaffold 

sequences were identified with a combined length across sequences of approximately 3.1 giga bases.  

Table 20: Trichechus manatus latirostris Scaffold Assembly Statistics 

Count Total Mean (b) Min (b) Max (b) Median (b) N50 (b) 

6,323 3.1 Gbp 490,875 1,000 45,942,467 3,585 14,442,683 

 

Once funding for the project has been obtained, transcript sequences for the manatee will be 

collected and used with the acquired genome to provide information on coding regions within the 

genome. The acquisition of a transcriptome assembly for Trichechus manatus latirostris will 

significantly assist in characterization of the whole-genome assembly produced by the Broad institute, 

providing new opportunities for understanding of one of Florida’s most significantly endangered 

species. 

Whole-Genome Assembly of the Florida Gopher Tortoise, Gopherus Polyphemus: 

 In addition to the transcriptome sequencing of the Florida Manatee, a whole-genome sequencing 

project will be performed for the Florida Gopher Tortoise, Gopherus Polyphemus. In order to obtain a 

                                                
15 “Lorelei,” a Female Florida manatee, at the Homosassa Springs Wildlife State Park, FL, USA. 
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tissue sample to prepare libraries for DNA sequencing, permission must be obtained from the Florida 

Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission. The FSU Center for Genomics and Personalized Medicine 

is currently in the process of obtaining permission to obtain a tissue sample from a gopher tortoise for 

subsequent sequencing projects. FSU CGPM is 

partnering with the Clinic for the Rehabilitation of 

Wildlife (CROW) in Sanibel, FL [90] in the collection 

of samples for the sequencing project. Once a tissue 

sample has been obtained and a sample library has 

been prepared, short-read sequencing will be 

performed on the FSU College of Medicine Illumina 

HiSeq instrument. A cutting-edge whole-genome de novo sequence assembler will be selected and 

utilized to create a whole-genome sequence assembly. In order to provide annotated coding regions, 

reference-assisted transcriptome sequencing may additionally be performed on a Gopherus polyphemus 

tissue sample provided by the CROW facility.  

  

Figure 28, The Florida Gopher Tortoise: 

Gopherus polyphemus 
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Appendix A: Determination of Optimum Transcriptome Assembly Strategy: 

 

This appendix discusses the process whereby the final transcriptome assembly strategy was 

selected for the sequencing of the Schizocosa ocreata transcriptome. Trinity was chosen as the 

transcriptome assembler for the project based on compelling evidence provided in a recent successful 

sequencing project conducted on another arthropod, the black widow spider (Latrodectus Hesperus) 

[72]. Choices of strategy in this step stem from the experimental design. As sequences were obtained 

from 12 distinct samples of Schizocosa ocreata in 4 different maturity and sex states, different 

combinations of data were possible for the Trinity assembly. The primary method of assembly was 

chosen to be separate assembly of 3 samples from within each different organism state. A Trinity 

assembly was also performed using the combined reads from all 12 sample categories to determine 

whether Trinity more effectively assembled transcripts with a significantly greater amount of raw data 

utilized within a single run.  

As the CAP3 assembler was additionally utilized on each individual transcriptome category to 

further assemble reads, different types of output of the single-category CAP3 assemblies were also 

utilized to observe the effect on assembly quality. The primary assembly method used both the single-

category contigs and the single-category singletons produced by the CAP3 assembly in the subsequent 

mutli-category assembly. A variant was also tested in which only single-category transcripts further 

assembled by CAP3 were utilized in the multi-category CAP3 assembly to determine the effect on 

transcriptome quality. 
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Studies have suggested that the optimal read quality for the RNA-Seq reads used in 

transcriptome assembly may vary depending on the dataset [89]. Thus several different minimum 

PHRED quality threshold scores were tested for sequence assembly. The score chosen for the primary 

test assembly was a score of 30, arbitrarily chosen as a high-quality starting threshold for further 

iterative analysis [89]. Several different minimum scores were then tested to determine their effect on 

overall transcriptome assembly quality. 

As transcriptome assembly can be significantly assisted by the use of a reference genome, the 

BRANCH reference-assisted transcriptome assembler also tested to determine whether it assisted in 

obtaining an optimal transcriptome assembly [35]. As no whole-genome assembly exists for Schizocosa 

ocreata, the genome of Latrodectus hesperus was selected as a closest-identified relative of Schizocosa 

ocreata. The scaffold genome of Latrodectus hesperus was thus acquired from the i5K Arthropod 

Sequencing Project Portal for use with the BRANCH assembler [91]. 

Both the single-category assemblies and each of the multi-category assemblies produced by each 

variant assembly procedure was assessed using the gene recapture assessment procedure as described in 

the “Single-Category Transcriptome Assessment,” and the “Multi-Category Transcriptome Assessment” 

portions of the thesis. Both the statistical results and the gene recapture assessment of each respective 

transcriptome assembly are provided respectively in Tables A1-A14 for each variant method, along with 

a brief description of the analysis and determination of the transcriptome quality obtained by the 

alternate assembly procedure.  

Alternate Assembly 4 was selected as the optimum transcriptome assembly. In this assembly, the 

required minimum average PHRED score was increased from 30 to 33, increasing the number of raw 

reads removed from the initial Transcriptome assemblies. Factors supporting the choice of this assembly 
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include a greater maximum transcript length, a greater transcript N50 length, and the greatest obtained 

recapture of BUSCO genes for the multi-category assembly, indicating the likelihood of representation 

of the maximum number of coding genes in the final transcriptome assembly. 

Primary Assembly: Min PHRED 30, Separate-Trinity/CAP3_All/CAP3 

Table A1: Primary Assembly Statistics 

Assembly Transcripts Av. Len MinLen MaxLen Median N50 

ImmFemale 99,605 637 201 19,818 350 965 

ImmMale 143,488 530 201 30,238 299 711 

MatFemale 184,476 497 201 30,232 288 608 

MatMale 186,886 482 201 29,873 282 575 

Average 153,614 537 201 27,540 305 715 

              

Comp. Multi-Tissue 386,514 488 174 35,948 281 580 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 383,464 490 174 35,948 282 585 

              

Over. Multi-Tissue 88,606 936 174 35,948 534 1,429 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 88,521 937 174 35,948 535 1,430 

 

Table A2: Primary Assembly Assessment 

  CEGMA   BUSCO 

Assembly Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

ImmFemale 456 2 458 99.6%   3276 101 3377 97.0% 

ImmMale 455 3 458 99.3%   3264 113 3377 96.7% 

MatFemale 455 3 458 99.3%   3269 108 3377 96.8% 

MatMale 454 4 458 99.1%   3260 117 3377 96.5% 
                    

Comp. Multi-Tissue Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 455 3 458 99.3%   3289 88 3377 97.4% 
                    

Over. Multi-Tissue Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 452 6 458 98.7%   3257 120 3377 96.4% 

 

Assembly Notes: These settings were chosen as the settings likely to provide the highest quality 

transcriptome assembly and were thus used for subsequent analysis.  
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Alternate Assembly 1: Min PHRED 30, Separate-Trinity/CAP3_Contigs/CAP3 

Table A3: Alternate Assembly 1 Statistics 

Assembly Transcripts Av. Len MinLen MaxLen Median N50 

Comp. Multi-Tissue 27,255 1320 201 22296 793 2174 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 27,231 1321 201 22296 794 2174 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly -356,233 +831 +27 -13,652 +512 +1,589 

              

Over. Multi-Tissue 6,211 2310 220 22296 1787 3130 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 6,211 2310 220 22296 1787 3130 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly -82,310 +1,373 +46 -13,652 +1,252 +1,700 

 

Table A4: Alternate Assembly 1 Assessment 

  CEGMA   BUSCO 

Assembly Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 264 194 458 57.6%   2457 920 3377 72.8% 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly -191 +191 = -41.7%   -832 +832 = -24.6% 
                    

  Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 150 308 458 32.8%   1746 1631 3377 51.7% 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly -302 +302 = -65.9%   -1511 +1511 = -44.7% 

 

Assembly Notes: This assembly uses the same single-category assembly procedure as in the primary 

assembly, but only uses the small number of contigs resulting from each single-category CAP3 

assembly for multi-category analysis. This results in a significant reduction of assembled transcripts, as 

well as a significant increase in average sequence length as shown by the increases in N50 Score shown 

in Table A3. A significant reduction is seen in gene recapture rate, and thus this assembly procedure was 

not selected.  
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Alternate Assembly 2: Min PHRED 30, (Separate-Trinity+Combined-Trinity)/CAP3/CAP3 

Table A5: Alternate Assembly 2 Statistics 

Assembly Transcripts Av. Len MinLen MaxLen Median N50 

AllData Trinity/CAP3 Assembly 424216 438 201 30140 280 451 
              

Comp. Multi-Tissue 792434 456 201 30238 290 491 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 786594 458 201 30238 291 493 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly +403,130 -32 +27 -5,710 +9 -92 
              

Over. Multi-Tissue 141261 671 201 23091 353 1075 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 140621 673 201 23091 354 1078 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly +52,100 -264 +27 -12,857 -181 -352 

 

Table A6: Alternate Assembly 2 Assessment 

  CEGMA   BUSCO 

Assembly Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

AllData Trinity/CAP3 Assembly 454 4 458 99.1%   3280 97 3377 97.1% 
                    

  Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 455 3 458 99.3%   3289 88 3377 97.4% 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly = = = =   = = = = 
                    

  Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 389 69 458 84.9%   2933 444 3377 86.9% 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly -63 +63 = -13.8%   -324 +324 = -9.5% 

 

Assembly Notes: This assembly uses the same single-category assembly procedure as in the primary 

assembly, but additionally performs a Trinity assembly using all pooled trimmed sequence data from 

across several categories. This assembly is then further processed using CAP3 as with each of the 

single-category assemblies, and finally assembled with the single-category assemblies as in the primary 

procedure. It can be seen that this type of Trinity assembly is successful in recapturing a greater number 

of known gene sequences than any of the single-category assemblies, but less than the comprehensive 

multi-tissue transcriptome of the primary assembly. It additionally produced a shorter overall N50 

length, and equivalent or smaller gene recapture for each of the multi-category assemblies and is thus 

not selected.  

Alternate Assembly 3: Min PHRED 25, Separate-Trinity/CAP3/CAP3 

Table A7: Alternate Assembly 3 Statistics 
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Assembly Transcripts Av. Len MinLen MaxLen Median N50 

ImmFemale 101975 638 201 28383 349 972 

ImmMale 149015 525 201 30238 297 696 

MatFemale 194285 492 201 29650 287 593 

MatMale 196064 478 183 29873 281 562 

Average 160335 533 197 29536 304 706 
              

Comp. Multi-Tissue 418399 501 201 30238 284 619 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 415190 503 201 30238 285 623 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly +31,726 +13 +27 -5,710 +3 +38 
              

Over. Multi-Tissue 90506 894 201 29900 517 1326 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 90412 895 201 29900 517 1327 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly +1,891 -42 +27 -6,048 -18 -103 

 

Table A8: Alternate Assembly 3 Assessment 

  CEGMA   BUSCO 

Assembly Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

ImmFemale 455 3 458 99.3%   3277 100 3377 97.0% 

ImmMale 456 2 458 99.6%   3271 106 3377 96.9% 

MatFemale 456 2 458 99.6%   3269 108 3377 96.8% 

MatMale 455 3 458 99.3%   3266 111 3377 96.7% 
                    

  Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 455 3 458 99.3%   3288 89 3377 97.4% 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly = = = =   -1 +1 = = 
                    

  Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 446 12 458 97.4%   3136 241 3377 92.9% 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly -6 +6 = -1.3%   -121 +121 = -3.5% 

 

Assembly Notes: This assembly uses a less-strict required average PHRED score of 25. The multi-

category assemblies can be seen to produce a greater number of transcripts with a smaller corresponding 

maximum length. A reduction in gene recapture relative to the primary assembly can also be observed 

and this assembly is thus not selected. 

Alternate Assembly 4: Min PHRED 33, Separate-Trinity/CAP3/CAP3 

Table A9: Alternate Assembly 4 Statistics 
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Assembly Transcripts Av. Len MinLen MaxLen Median N50 

ImmFemale 96396 634 195 27687 352 950 

ImmMale 135848 534 201 30238 302 719 

MatFemale 171547 506 201 30212 291 633 

MatMale 175262 488 170 29873 284 593 

Average 144763 541 192 29503 307 724 
              

Comp. Multi-Tissue 353027 495 171 37840 281 603 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 350183 497 171 37840 283 608 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly -33,281 +7 -3 +1,892 +1 +23 
              

Over. Multi-Tissue 85194 942 171 37840 540 1438 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 85097 943 171 37840 540 1438 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly -3,424 +6 -3 +1,892 +5 +8 

 

Table A10: Alternate Assembly 4 Assessment 

Assembly Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

ImmFemale 455 3 458 99.3%   3272 105 3377 96.9% 

ImmMale 456 2 458 99.6%   3263 114 3377 96.6% 

MatFemale 456 2 458 99.6%   3264 113 3377 96.7% 

MatMale 454 4 458 99.1%   3261 116 3377 96.6% 
                    

  Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 455 3 458 99.3%   3286 91 3377 97.3% 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly = = = =   -3 +3 = -0.1% 
                    

  Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 453 5 458 98.9%   3261 116 3377 96.6% 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly +1 -1 = +0.2%   +4 -4 = +0.2% 

 

Assembly Notes: This assembly uses a stricter cutoff of 33 for the required average PHRED score. In 

this assembly, a slight reduction can be seen in the number of recaptured genes in the Comprehensive 

Multi-Category Assembly, but the highest recapture rates are obtained for the Overlapping Multi-Tissue 

Assembly. A greater N50 length is obtained for both multi-category assemblies as well as a greater 

maximum sequence length. This evidence supports the selection of this assembly procedure.  

Alternate Assembly 5: Min PHRED 30, Separate-Trinity/BRANCH/CAP3/CAP3 

Table A11: Alternate Assembly 5 Statistics 
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Assembly Transcripts Av. Len MinLen MaxLen Median N50 

ImmFemale 104216 620 2 19818 343 937 

ImmMale 150063 519 2 30238 296 694 

MatFemale 192639 487 2 30232 285 596 

MatMale 195618 472 2 29873 279 561 

Average 160634 525 2 27540 301 697 
              

Comp. Multi-Tissue 404794 479 2 35948 278 571 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 398417 484 90 35948 280 577 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly +14,953 -6 -84 = -2 -8 
              

Over. Multi-Tissue 91215 922 56 35948 528 1407 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 90953 924 96 35948 529 1409 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly +2,432 -13 -78 = -6 -21 

 

Table A12: Alternate Assembly 5 Assessment 

  CEGMA   BUSCO 

Assembly Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

ImmFemale 456 2 458 99.6%   3276 101 3377 97.0% 

ImmMale 455 3 458 99.3%   3264 113 3377 96.7% 

MatFemale 455 3 458 99.3%   3269 108 3377 96.8% 

MatMale 454 4 458 99.1%   3260 117 3377 96.5% 
                    

  Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 455 3 458 99.3%   3289 88 3377 97.4% 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly = = = =   = = = = 
                    

  Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 450 8 458 98.3%   3255 122 3377 96.4% 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly -2 +2 = -0.4%   -2 +2 = = 

 

Assembly Notes: This assembly utilizes the BRANCH Reference-Assisted transcriptome assembler to 

further assemble transcripts output by Trinity for each tissue category. A slight decrement is seen in N50 

length and gene recapture rates and this method is thus not selected.  
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Alternate Assembly 6: Min PHRED 36, Separate-Trinity/ CAP3/CAP3 

Table A13: Alternate Assembly 6 Statistics 

Assembly Transcripts Av. Len MinLen MaxLen Median N50 

ImmFemale 77610 523 201 20534 345 628 

ImmMale 91271 493 201 29598 322 581 

MatFemale 102925 486 185 29512 315 572 

MatMale 103162 474 201 15529 308 549 

Average 93742 494 197 23793 323 583 
              

Comp. Multi-Tissue 162976 508 187 29671 304 639 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 161341 510 187 29671 307 644 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly -222,123 +20 +13 -6,277 +25 +59 
              

Over. Multi-Tissue 69955 761 193 29671 503 977 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 69834 762 193 29671 504 978 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly -18,687 -175 +19 -6,277 -31 -452 

 

Table A14: Alternate Assembly 6 Assessment 

  CEGMA   BUSCO 

Assembly Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

ImmFemale 452 6 458 98.7%   3156 221 3377 93.5% 

ImmMale 453 5 458 98.9%   3142 235 3377 93.0% 

MatFemale 454 4 458 99.1%   3145 232 3377 93.1% 

MatMale 450 8 458 98.3%   3126 251 3377 92.6% 
                    

  Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Comp. Multi-Tissue, Coding 454 4 458 99.1%   3206 171 3377 94.9% 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly -1 +1 = -0.2%   -83 +83 = -2.5% 
                    

  Hit Miss Total Percent   Hit Miss Total Percent 

Over. Multi-Tissue, Coding 453 5 458 98.9%   3195 182 3377 94.6% 

-- Diff. from Primary Assembly +1 -1 = +0.2%   -62 +62 = -1.8% 

 

Assembly Notes: The increase in transcriptome quality obtained by an increase in PHRED scores was 

further explored by increasing the minimum required PHRED quality score to 36. This can be seen to 

decrease N50 lengths, maximum transcript lengths, and gene recapture rates, and was thus not selected 

as the assembly procedure.
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Appendix B: Sequencing Project System Calls: 

 

To assist in project reproducibility, the system calls used in each portion of the transcriptome sequencing 

process are provided here. Executable path is omitted from each listed call and file location directories 

are given relative to the primary project directory. System calls to beta versions of the custom scripts of 

the TFLOW package are included for continuity and indicated with a preceding asterisk “*”, but do not 

necessarily reflect the syntax of system calls for the current TFLOW release. Processes performed in 

more than one location, such as in the Trinity assembly of single-category transcriptomes, are listed for 

only one location for brevity and clarity. 

Read Trimming: 

Utility: Trimmomatic 

Function: Read Trimming 
CWD: Production/ImmFemale/ 
Input: Raw Reads in FASTQ.GZ format 
Output: Trimmed Reads in FASTQ.GZ format 
System Call: 

“trimmomatic -baseout TrimmedData/Imm_Female-1_CAGATC_L005_001.fastq.gz –basein 
../../Data/Sample_ImmFemale-1/Imm_Female-1_CAGATC_L005_R1_001.fastq.gz -trimlog 
TrimmedData/Imm_Female-1_CAGATC_L005_R1_001.trimlog 
ILLUMINACLIP:[HOMEDIR]/programs/Trimmomatic-0.32/adapters/TruSeq3-PE-2.fa:1:30:10 
LEADING:33 TRAILING:33 SLIDINGWINDOW:25:33 MINLEN:75” 
Notes: Repeated for each paired end read file 
 
 
Utility: FastQC 

Function: Read Quality Analysis 
Input: Trimmed Reads in FASTQ.GZ format 
Output: HTML Read Quality Reports 
System Call: 

“fastqc Imm_Female-2_ACTTGA_L006_007_1P.fastq.gz Imm_Female-
2_ACTTGA_L006_007_2P.fastq.gz Imm_Female-2_ACTTGA_L006_007_1U.fastq.gz Imm_Female-
2_ACTTGA_L006_007_2U.fastq.gz” 
Notes: Repeated for each trimmed paired end read file 

Single-Category Transcriptome Assembly: 
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Utility: Trinity 

Function: Transcriptome Assembly 
CWD: Production/ImmFemale/ 
Input: Trimmed Reads in FASTQ.GZ format 
Output: Assembled Transcripts 
System Call: 

“Trinity --seqType fq --JM 10G --output Assembly --left TrimmedData//*_1P*.gz  --
right TrimmedData//*_2P*.gz --CPU 4 
Notes: Repeated for each category of assembly data. 
 
 
Utility: CAP3 

Function: Sequence Assembly 
CWD: Production/ImmFemale/CAP3 
Input: Assembled Transcripts in FASTA format 
Output: Assembled Transcripts in FASTA format 
System Call: 

“cap3 Trinity.fasta” 
Notes: Repeated for each category of assembly data, output files: 
“Trinity.fasta.cap.singlets” and “Trinity.fasta.cap.contigs” concatenated into: 
“Trinity.fasta.cap.CombinedResults”, The CombinedResults file from each single-
category assembly was then concatenated into: “AllTissueCombined.fasta.” 
 
 
Utility: MakeBlastDB16 

Function: Blast Database Preparation 
CWD: Production/ImmFemale/Analysis/BLAST_DB 
Input: Assembled Transcripts in FASTA format 
Output: Blast Database of Assembled Transcripts 
System Call: 

“makeblastdb -in ../../CAP3/Trinity.fasta.cap.CombinedResults -dbtype nucl -title 
ImmFemale_33_Assembly -out ImmFemale_33_Assembly” 
Notes: Repeated for each category of assembly data. 
 
 
Utility: TBLASTN17 
Function: Sequence Comparison for Gene Recapture Analysis 
CWD: Production/ImmFemale/Analysis/BUSCO 
Input: BLAST Transcript Nucleotide Sequence Database, Query Protein Database 
Output: Sequence Similarity Comparison 
System Call: 

“tblastn -db ../BLAST_DB/ImmFemale_33_Assembly -query 
../../../../BUSCO_Arthropoda.fas -outfmt 6 -evalue 1e-5 -num_threads 4” 
Notes: Repeated with CEGMA database 
 

  

                                                
16 BLAST calls are standardly performed with reversed query/database usage. The transcripts were selected as the sequence 

database for convenience in performing multiple sequential analyses. 
17 (See Above) 
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Multi-Category Transcriptome Assembly: 

Utility: CAP3 
Function: Assembly of Multi-Category Transcriptome 
CWD: Production/Combined/CAP3 
Input: Concatenated Transcripts from Single-Category Assemblies in FASTA Format 
Output: Multi-Category Assembled Transcripts in FASTA Format 
System Call: 

“cap3 AllTissueCombined.fasta > cap3.out &” 
Notes: “AllTissueCombined.fasta.cap.contigs” Represents the sequences used for the 
“Overlapping Multi-Tissue Transcriptome,” whereas 
“AllTissueCombined.fasta.cap.contigs” and “AllTissueCombined.fasta.cap.singlets” 
were concatenated together into “AllTissueCombined.fasta.cap.CombinedResults,” 
representing the “Comprehensive Multi-Category Transcriptome” 
 
 
Utility: GetORF 
Function: Prediction of Coded Protein Sequences 
CWD: Production/Combined/Analysis_All/coding/ 
Input: Multi-Category Assembled Transcripts in FASTA Format 
Output: Predicted Coded Protein Sequences >= 30 Residues in Length 
System Call: 

“getorf -sequence ../../AllTissueCombined.fasta.cap.CombinedResults -outseq 
codedProteins.fas --minsize 90” 
 

 

Utility: *Full-Analysis.py* 
Function: Separation of Coding and Noncoding Transcripts 
CWD: Production/Combined/Analysis_All/ 
Input: Predicted Coding Sequences, Multi-Category Assembled Transcripts in FASTA 
Format  
Output: Coding Multi-Category Assembled Transcripts in FASTA Format, Noncoding 
Multi-Category Assembled Transcripts in FASTA Format 
System Call: 

“full_analysis.py > full_analysis.out 1>&2” 
Notes: The coding transcripts from the output file: 
“AllTissueCombined.fasta.cap.CombinedResults.coding” were renamed 
“Comprehensive_Transcriptome.fa” and represent the comprehensive multi-tissue 
transcriptome. 
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Transcriptome Annotation: 

Utility: MakeBlastDB (See Above) 
CWD: Comprehensive_Annotation/UniProtKB/ 
System Call: 

“makeblastdb -in ../Comprehensive_Transcriptome.fa -dbtype nucl -title 
Comprehensive_Transcriptome -out Comprehensive_Transcriptome -logfile 
makeBlastDB.out” 
 
 

Utility: TBLASTN 
Function: Sequence Comparison for Transcript Annotation 
CWD: Comprehensive_Annotation/UniProtKB/ 
Input: BLAST Transcript Nucleotide Sequence Database, Query Protein Database 
Output: Sequence Similarity Comparison 
System Call: 

“tblastn -db ../BLAST_DB/Comprehensive_Transcriptome –query 
uniprot_sprot_2015_03.fasta -outfmt 6 -evalue 1e-5 –num_threads 8 -out blast.out > 
blast.error 2>&1” 
Notes: Repeated with each protein sequence database utilized for annotation. 
 
 
Utility: *Analyze-Annotation.py* 
Function: Construction of Annotation Data Structures 
CWD: Comprehensive_Annotation/UniProtKB/ 
Input: Sequence Similarity Comparison, Query Protein Database 
Output: Sequence Annotation Data Structures 
System Call: 

“analyze_annotation.py blast.out uniprot_sprot_2015_03.fasta > annotation.out 2>&1 
&” 
Notes: Repeated with each protein sequence database utilized for annotation. 
 
 
Utility: *Combine-Annotation.py* 
Function: Construction of Annotation Data Structures 
CWD: Comprehensive_Annotation/UniProtKB/ 
Input: Individual Annotation Data Structures, Gene Mapping File 
Output: Tabulated Best Sequence Annotations 
System Call: 

~combine_annotation.py ../../Comprehensive_Transcriptome_Genemapped.fa ../Ocreata-
NCBI-X/Best_Annotations.annDB ../Ocreata-UNIPROT/Best_Annotations.annDB 
../CEGMA/Best_Annotations.annDB ../BUSCO/Best_Annotations.annDB ../Ensembl-
Drosophila-Protein/Best_Annotations.annDB ../Ensembl-Ixodes-
Protein/Best_Annotations.annDB ../UniProtKB/Best_Annotations.annDB ../NR-
Invertebrate-Protein/Best_Annotations.annDB > combine.out 2>&1” 
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Differential Gene-Expression Analysis: 

Utility: BWA (Indexing Transcriptome) 

Function: Preparation for Alignment of Reads to Comprehensive Multi-Category 
Transcriptome: Indexing Transcriptome 
CWD: Comprehensive_Alignment/ 
Input: Multi-Category Assembled Transcripts in FASTA Format  
Output: BWA Alignment Index 
System Call: 

“bwa index ../Comprehensive_Transcriptome.fa > index.out 2>&1 &” 
 

 

Utility: BWA (Prealignment) 

Function: Preparation for Alignment of Reads to Comprehensive Multi-Category 
Transcriptome: Prealignment 
CWD: Comprehensive_Alignment/Sample_ImmFemale-1/ 
Input: BWA Alignment Index, Raw Sequence Reads in FASTQ Format 
Output: SAI Prealignment Files 
System Call: 

“bwa aln -n 6 -t 4 ../Comprehensive_Transcriptome.fa ../../Data/Sample_ImmFemale-
1/Imm_Female-1_CAGATC_L005_R1_001.fastq” 
Notes: Repeated with each of the 12 samples across 4 categories. 
 
 
Utility: BWA (Alignment) 

Function: Alignment of Reads to Comprehensive Multi-Category Transcriptome 
CWD: Comprehensive_Alignment/Sample_ImmFemale-1 
Input: BWA Alignment Index, Raw Sequence Reads in FASTQ Format, and BWA 
Prealignments  
Output: SAM Read Alignments 
System Call: 

“bwa sampe ../Comprehensive_Transcriptome.fa Imm_Female-1_CAGATC_L005_R1_001.sai 
Imm_Female-1_CAGATC_L005_R2_001.sai ../../Data/Sample_ImmFemale-1/Imm_Female-
1_CAGATC_L005_R1_001.fastq ../../Data/Sample_ImmFemale-1/Imm_Female-
1_CAGATC_L005_R2_001.fastq” 
Notes: Repeated with each of the 12 samples across 4 categories. 
 
 
Utility: *Alignment-Count.py* 

Function: Conversion of SAM Read Alignments to Gene Expression Counts 
CWD: Comprehensive_Alignment/Sample_ImmFemale-1 
Input: GeneMap File, BWA SAM Read Alignments  
Output: Tabulated Sequence Hit Counts 
System Call: 

“alignment_count.py -n ../../Comprehensive_Transcriptome_Genemapped.fa *.sam > 
count.out 2>&1” 
Notes: Repeated with each of the 12 samples across 4 categories. 
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Utility: *Alignment-Count.py* (Combine Mode) 

Function: Combination of Tissue-Specific Tabular Sequence Hit Counts into a single 
count table. 
CWD: Comprehensive_Alignment 
Input: List of Tissue-Specific Tabular Count Tables  
Output: Combined Tabular Count Table 
System Call: 

“alignment_count.py -m combine -o AllCounts.tsv combine_files.list > 
combine_counts.out 2>&1 &” 
 

 

Utility: *EdgeRAnalysis.R* 

Function: Analysis of Category-Specific Differential Expression 
CWD: N/A (Performed on Windows Machine) 
Input: Combined Tabular Count Table  
Output: Category-Specific Differential Expression Lists 
System Call: “EdgeRAnalysis.R” 
Notes: Hardcoded Analysis Script 
 
 

Utility: *Annotate-EdgeR.py* 

Function: Addition of Annotations to Differential Expression Lists 
CWD: EdgeR_Analysis/ 
Input: Category-Specific Differential Expression Lists, Annotation Database 
Output: Annotated Category-Specific Differential Expression Lists 
System Call: “Annotate_EdgeR.py” 


